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The present thesis is concerned with the study of some 
problems in scheduling and queues in tandem. The thesis consists 
of five chapters, starting with an introductory chapter which 
reviews the related literature. The second, third, and fourth 
chapters are devoted to the study of some problems in scheduling 
theory. Chapter five is devoted to the problem of interchange of 
servers in tandem queues. A short review of literature is added 
to each chapter. 
In Chapter 1 we review the development of queueing theory in 
the recent years. As the literature on the subject has grown very 
rapidly, we have traced mainly the directions and development of 
queueuing networks literature in recent years, which is the 
subject matter in the subsequent chapters. 
Chapter Two, is devoted to the study of a two machine 
(i) 
production scheduling problem in which the machines are in tandem 
and there is a single transport facility which carries processed 
items from a machine (Machine 1) to another machine (Machine 2). 
From machine 2 the empty transport facility returns to machine 1. 
The optimal schedule of items which minimize/the total production 
time is obtained. Also we consider the problem of scheduling n 
items on 3-machines in tandem where a transport facility is 
available for carrying the items finished on a machine to another 
machine for processing. An algorithm is proposed to obtain the 
optimal solution. The special case of break-down intervals of 
machines is also investigated. Furthermore, we consider the 
problem of scheduling n items on m machines in tandem with the 
concept of transportation time. In chapter Three, we deal with a 
two machine tandem queueing system with the idea of equivalent 
item for "item-block". The problems involving weighted items and 
break-down intervals of machines are also considered. A 
heuristic procedure is presented for obtaining an optimal 
solution. In the second part of the chapter we extend this 
problem to m-machines instead of two. 
In chapter Four, we consider the problem of scheduling n 
items on two machines in tandem where the finished items have to 
undergo the inspection and the service times on the two machines 
are exponentially distributed with a known mean. The objective is 
to find a schedule for the n items on the two machines so that the 
expected total completion times of all the items is minimized. A 
scheduling heuristic rule and a numerical example are given at the 
(ii) 
end of the chapter. 
In Chapter Five, we consider a tandem queue consisting of two 
service stations with positive transportation time between them. 
We assume the system to be initially empty. The arrival process 
is arbitrary. All service times are assumed mutually independent 
and also independent of the arrival process. We show that the 
departure process of customers from the last station does not 
change (statistically equivalent) by the interchange of the two 
servers. Also we discuss the problem of finding the optimal order 
for two servers in tandem when no queues are allowed to be formed 
infront of servers. 
The references are given in the end. The Computer programme 
for solving the various numerical problems are appended. 
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(i) 
P R E F A C E 
Queueing theory has been studied thoroughly through this 
century, but many queueing systems arising in realistic 
situations such as production lines and scheduling still need 
further attention. 
The present thesis is devoted to the study of some problems 
in scheduling and queues in tandem wherein mathematical 
derivations of the models are given. The thesis is divided into 
five chapters, starting with an introductory chapter which review 
the related literature for the problems dealt with in the 
remaining chapters. The second, Third, and Fourth chapters are 
devoted to the study of some problems in scheduling theory. 
Chapter five is devoted mainly to some problems encountered in 
queues in tandem. A short review of literature is added to each 
chapter. 
In chapter 1 we review the development of queueing theory in 
the recent years. The initial development of queueing networks 
theory may be seen since 1954 (tandem queues) and 1957 (queueing 
networks). The literature on the subject has grown very rapidly. 
We trace the directions and development of queueing networks 
literature in recent years. 
Chapter Two, is devoted to the study of a two machine 
production scheduling problem in which the machines are in tandem 
and there is a single transport facility which carries processed 
items from a machine (Machine 1) to another machine (Machine 2). 
The machine 2 returns the empty carrier to machine 1. The optimal 
(ii) 
schedule of items which minimizes the total production time is 
obtained. Also we consider the problem of scheduling n items on 
3-machines in tandem where two transport agents are available for 
carrying the items finish on machine 1 to machine 2 for 
processing. An algorithm is proposed to obtain the optimal 
solution. The special case of break-down intervals of machines is 
also investigated. Furthermore, we consider the problem of 
scheduling n items on m machines in tandem where the concept of 
transportation times is involved. 
Chapter Three, deals with a two machine tandem queueing 
system and a transportation time between the two machines, where 
we introduce the idea of "equivalent item for item block". The 
problem involving weighted items and break-down interval of 
machines is also considered. A heuristic procedure is presented 
for obtaining an optimal solution to the problem. In the second 
part of the Chapter we extend the results to m- machines. 
In Chapter Four, we consider the problem of scheduling n 
items on two machines in tandem where the finisheditems haveto 
undergo the inspection. The processing time of each item on each 
machine and the inspection unit is assumed to be distributed 
exponentially, with a known mean. The objective is to find an 
optimal scheduling. A scheduling heuristic rule and a numerical 
example are given at the end of the chapter. 
In Chapter Five, we consider a tandem queue consisting of two 
service stations each having a single server where we assume that 
(iii) 
the system is initially empty. The arrival process is assumed 
to be arbitrary and all service times are assumed to be mutually 
independent and also independent of the arrival process. We show 
that the departure process of customers from the last is 
statistically equivalent for the interchange of the two servers. 
Also we discuss the problem of finding the optimum order for two 
servers in tandem when no queues are allowed to be formed infront 
of either servers. 
The thesis is accompanied by a bibliography containing 
articles and books of reference. A computer programme is also 
appended which is used for solving the numerical problems in the 
thesis. 
The following material relating to my thesis contents has 
been either published or accepted for publication: 
1) "Two Machines in Tandem with a Single Transport Agent in 
Between-An Heuristic Approach". PAMS, Vol.40, 1994. 
2) "Scheduling of Items on two Machines in Tandem Involving 
Transportation Time, Items-Block, Weighted Items and 
Break-Down Intervals of Machines" (PAMS-Accepted). 
3) "A Bibliography on the Theory of Queueing Networks" 
(JISSOR-Accepted). 
Dated: 5« b»\1lD (Mohamed Hassan Mudawi) 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1.Definition and objectives of Queueing Theory:- A "queue" is a 
waiting line of units (customers) demanding service at a service 
facility. When the customer arrives at the facility he may be 
serviced immediately or, if willing, may have to wait until a server 
is free. The service time allocated to each customer may be fixed 
or random depending on the type of service. Queues exist in 
every-day life. We see them in cinemas, theaters, barbershops, 
banks, passengers demanding tickets, patients arriving at a hospital 
for treatment, etc. 
A great variety of waiting line models have been developed to 
handle the different cases that arise in practice. All of them are 
developed in terms of two measurable quantities : (1) the "arrival 
rate " of the units or customers to be serviced and (2) the "service 
rate" at the facility (sometimes called departure rate). Both of 
these rates can be directly measured by an observer with some 
suitable recording device. Such measurements can be readily 
converted to probability distributions showing the probability of a 
given number of arrivals per time unit and the probability that a 
given time will be required to complete the servicing. As might be 
expected, it is the ratio of the average arrival rate to the average 
of departure rate that governs the behaviour of the waiting lines. 
Two of the important measures of the behaviour of the process are 
(i) the average number of units (or customers) in line waiting for 
service and (2) the average waiting time required in order to get 
service. 
It is often desirable to base decisions concerning the 
effectiveness of a queueing situation on sor.e type of cost analysis. 
For example, an increase in the number of servers in the system 
would eventually decrease the expected waiting time but would also 
increase the cost of service. On the other hand, a decrease in the 
number of servers would increase the expected waiting time but would 
also decrease the cost of service. Thus, if one can express the 
expected waiting time in monetary values, it is possible to select 
the "optimum" number of servers (or service rate) that minimizes the 
sum of the costs of service and waiting time. The only difficulty 
in obtaining the necessary data is in determining the waiting-time 
costs. Generally, the cost of operating the facility is obtainable 
from accounting data, which may also yield the waiting time cost. 
However, in the many cases where the waiting line consists of 
prospective customers it is difficult, or virtually impossible, to 
estimate the waiting-time cost. The possibl i cost of lost customer 
goodwill is a major component which can only rarely be determined. 
Therefore, the main objective is to achieve an economic balance 
between the cost of service and the cost associated with waiting for 
that service. Queueing theory does not solve this problem directly, 
but it actually gives a very important information required for such 
types of decisions. 
Queueing theory analysis involves the study of a system's 
behaviour over time. The very nature of the waiting-time process 
implies that waiting lines can only be shortened by increasing the 
over-all idle time of the facilities. In order to have the 
facilities busy most of the time it is necessary to have waiting 
lines most of the time. 
Despite the fact that the Operations Research analysts have 
discussed the problem of optimal control of queues but it is not 
covered from all angles. The objective of this study is to 
investigate some realistic situations, and construct the models 
which yield the optimum queue length in these situations and provide 
more effective information about the problems. 
1.2. History and Application Areas:- To give an overview of the 
growth of queueing theory since the first decade of this century we 
should note that Johnsen's [1907] paper on "Waiting Times and Number 
of Calls" may be considered the first paper on queues. In 1909 
A.K.Erlang's wrote his book "The Theory of Probabilities and 
Telephone Conversations". From a mathematical point of view 
A.K.Erlang's paper was considered more exact than his predecessor 
Johnsen's, and for this reason is considered the founder of queueing 
theory. Therefore, we can say that queueing theory was applied 
first in telecommunications systems, and many researches were 
carried in this area. Molina[1927] and Fry [1928] expanded Erlang's 
work in their books "Application of the Theory of Probability to 
Telephone Trunking Problems" and "Probability and its Engineering 
Uses" respectively. Pllaczek [1930] studied the Poisson-input, 
arbitrary-holding-time, single channel case. In ^^3^ ho oxhrndnd 
his study to the multiple channel case. More research in the same 
area is by Kolmogorov [1931], Khintchine [1932] and Crommelin 
[1932] . 
QuGueing theory found applications in many fields. 
In telecommunication systems; it was first studied by A.K.Erlang 
and has been continued by other researchers, for example, 
A.E.Vaulot, Crommelin and others. In transportation systems, for 
example Haight [1963] studied the road traffic problem. Also the 
theory of queues has been applied in other areas like computer 
systems, maintenance and service systems. It is important to note 
that there were considerable research works in queueing theory both 
in the theoretical and application areas. Some important 
application of the theory of queues were carried out in areas like 
inventory control, loading and unloading of ships, machines repair, 
production flow, cinemas and theaters ticket offices, scheduling 
patients in hospital clinics, etc. 
1.3 Basic Structure of Queueing Models:- As we said earlier the 
formulation of waiting lines occurs whenever the current demand for 
a service exceeds the current capacity to provide that service. 
Providing too much service would involve excessive costs. On the 
other hand, not providing enough service capacity would cause the 
waiting line to become excessively long at times. Excessive waiting 
is also costly in some sense, whether it be a social cost, or the 
cost of lost customers, or the cost of idle employees, etc. 
Therefore, the ultimate goal is to achieve an economic balance 
between the cost of service and the cost associated with waiting for 
that service. Queueing theory does not solve this problem directly 
but it gives vital information which helps in taking such a 
decision. 
The characteristics of queueing system are : (i) the basic 
queueing process, (ii) input source, (iii) queues (iv) service 
discipline, and (v) service mechanism. A brief description of these 
characteristics is given below. 
The basic process assumed by most queueing models is that 
"units requiring service are generated over time by an (input 
source)". These units enter the queueing system and join a queue. 
At certain points in time, a member of the queue is selected for 
service by some rule known as the "service discipline". The 
required service is then performed for the unit by the "service 
mechanism," after which the unit leaves the queueing system. 
One characteristics of the input source is its size. The size 
is the total number of units that might require service from time to 
time, i.e., the total number of distinct potential customers. The 
common assumption regarding arrivals is that they are generated 
according to a Poisson process i.e. the number of arrivals 
generated until any specific time has a poisson distribution. This 
is the case where arrivals to the queueing system occur at randem, 
but at a certain average rate. An equivalent assumption is that the 
probability distribution of the time between consecutive arrivals 
(the inter-arrival time) is an exponential distribution. When more 
than one unit can enter the system at an arrival event, the 
situation is termed "bulk arrivals". Sometimes, a customer seeing a 
long queue may "balk", that is. not join the queue. The source 
popultion from which arrivals are drawn may be limited or 
unlimited. A queue is also characterized by the maximum permissible 
number of units that it can contain. 
The service discipline refers to the order in which members of 
the queue are selected for service. Frequently, the discipline is 
"first come, first served". Sometimes it is "last come, first 
served". Sometimes the service order is random and sometimes the 
discipline is governed by a priority system, etc. Sometimes, a 
customer may become "impatient" and decide to leave the system 
before being served; this behaviour is known as "reneging". The 
service mechanism consists of one or more service facilities, each 
of which contains one or more parallel service channels. If there 
is more than one service facility, the arrival may receive service 
from a sequence of these (service channels in series "tandem"),which 
will be discussed in more details in (1.5). At a given facility, 
the unit enters one of the parallel service channels and is 
completely serviced by that server. A queueing model must specify 
the arrangement of the facilities and the number of servers 
(parallel channels) at each one. Most elementary models assume one 
service facility with either one or a finite number of servers. If 
there are more than one queues, a customer may be able to "jockey" 
into a queue that is getting shorter than the one he is in. 
Basic definitions and notations: 
The symbols used in queueing models are: 
n = number of units in the system. 
P (t) = transient state probabilities of exactly n customers in 
the system at time t assuming that the system has started 
its operation at time zero. 
P = steady state probabilities of exactly n customers in the 
system. 
X. = mean arrival rate (per unit of time). 
IJ = mean service rate (per unit of time). 
p = K/iJ = utilization factor (or traffic intensity). 
Poisson and Non-Poisson Queueing Models:-
(a) Poisson Queueing Models:- A queueing system can be described by 
its input or arrival process, its queue discipline, and its service 
mechanism. The assumption that customers arrive for service 
according to a Poisson distribution implies that arri v als occur 
randomly. The probability of an arrival during a specified time 
interval remains constant and independent of the number of previous 
arrivals and the length of the waiting time. 
Most queueing systems are comprised of several servers, and 
more often than not, the queue discipline is quite complex. The 
single server queue with Poisson arrivals and exponential service 
has been used more often than any other system in queueing theory. 
The single-server model having both input and service processes 
described probabilistically is one with exponential inter-arrival 
and service times. The arrival process is both stationary, or as it 
is sometimes called, homogeneous and memory less. For this model 
(with FCFS), we have: P = (X/M)'^P , where P =l-_. Also the expected 
number of customers in the system-both waiting and in service = "Tx• 
This model is basically a birth and death model. A number of 
Poisson queues can be represented as: 
(M/M/1) : (FCFS/ oo / oo ); (M/M/1): (SIRO/ oo / oo ) , SIRO means service 
in random order; (M/M/1): (GD/N/ oo ),where GD is general 
discipline, (M/M/C):{GD/ oo / oo ) where C is the number of 
parallel servers; M/M/C): (GD/N/ oo ), G < N ; , where N > C; (M/M/ 
00 ):(GD/ 00 / 00 ); (M/M/C): {GD/N/N/), where C <N. In the last 
model there are N identical machines in the system and there are C 
repair men available to service. When a machine is broken it 
remains so until it is repaired. 
(b) Non-Poisson Queueing Models:- Two general non-Poisson models 
are, 
(M/G/1):(GD/ 00 / 00 ) and (GI/M/1) : (FCFS/ oo / oo ) . Models such as 
(E /M/1), (D/M/1), (M/E /I), and (M/D/1) are considered special 
cases of the above two models. Also there are other important 
special cases of the queue GI/M/1. 
D.G.Kendall (1948) introduced the concept of imbedded Markov 
chains. The transition matrix for (M/G/1) model is obtained by 
forming the probabilities that a certain number of arrivals will 
occur during a service time. In a similar way, the transition 
matrix for the (GI/M/1) model is formed by the probabilities that 
certain numbers of departures occur during an inter-arrival time. 
In many real life problems we find that the assumption of a 
Poisson process for arrivals is more acceptable than the exponential 
assumption for the service time distribution. Many techniques were 
developed to analyse situations when only one of the arrival or 
service processes is Poisson. The M/G/1 queue in which units arrive 
in a poisson process and receive service from a single server with a 
general service time distribution has been widely studied. 
Pollaczek [1930] and Khintchine [1932] studied general service time 
distributions. They obtained the expected number in the system for 
a single server and Possion arrival as 
E(n)=^E(t)+ '^  ^ ^ ^^^ "^  ^ ^^ ^^^ ^ where t is the service time of 
2(l-\E(t)) 
a customer. This is known as (P-K) formula.The concept of the 
imbedded Markov chain refers to the fact that the system is examined 
only at the regeneration points. 
The results for the (GI/M/1) : (FCFS/ oo / oo ) queue are similar 
to those for the queue M/G/I. Kendall's [1953] imbedded Markov 
chain method yields the limiting distribution of the queue length 
E{q) . The approach to analyzing this model is again to examine 
the system only at regeneration points. But in contrast to the 
method used in the preceding model, a regenerating point is defined 
here to be the moment immediately after an arrival.The transient 
behaviour of the process E(q) has been studied by several authors 
including Conolly [1958], Takacs [1960,1962], Prabhu and Bhat 
(1963), Bhat [1964, 1967, 1968] and many others. 
1.4 Recent Trends in Queueing Throry:-
Queueing theory has been studied thoroughly throughout this 
century, but many problems still remain unsolved, in spite of the 
effort and intelligence devoted to them. J.L.Menaldi and M.Robin 
published their paper "On the control of queueing systems with 
failures and repairs". Many problems can be viewed as queueing 
systems with failures, e.g., computer systems and production lines. 
In their paper they studied the M/M/1 queue, where the state of the 
server can take two values (on, off); the transition on-off happens 
either when there is a failure or when one decides to maintain. 
They showed how an optimal policy can be reached and they extended 
their results to more general models. A.A. Yushkevick [1988] 
published his paper "Applicaltion of Bellman inequalities to 
control of a queueing system". S.Stidham and R.R.Weber [1988] 
studied the monotonic and insensitive optimal policies for control 
of queues with undiscounted costs. They studied the problem of 
controlling the service and/or arrival rates in queues, with the 
objective of minimizing the total expected cost to reach state zero. 
They proved that an optimal policy is monotonic in the number of 
customers in the system. 
The single server vacation system has been studied by many 
authors, see for example, Keilson and Servi {1986] , and 
Shanthikumar [1988]. The M/G/1 vacation system with finite buffers 
have been studied by Curtis [1980], and Lee [1984]. In 1989 
Keilson and Servi studied an M/G/1 queue with finite buffer capacity 
and server vacation schedules. Many authors numerically determine 
the waiting time distribution of the arithmetic GI/G/1 queue by 
solving a discrete-time version of Lindley's [1952] equation. In 
their paper, Grassmann and Jain [1989] gave an efficient numerical 
method for calculating the waiting time and idle time distributions 
of the arithmetic GI/G/1 queue. Their method is based on the 
Wiener-Hopf factorization of random walks, Whitt [1989] developed a 
closed form approximation for the mean steady-state workload in a 
GI/G/1 queue, based on the first two moments of the service-time 
10 
distribution and the first three moments plus the density at the 
origin of the interarrival-time distribution. 
The literature on optimal control of queues contains many 
proofs that an optimal control is monotonic in some nn*-urally 
selected variable, see for example Stidham & Prabhu [1974]. Stidham 
and Weber [1989] considered the problem of controlling the service 
and/or arrival rates in queues, with the objective of minimizing the 
total expected cost to reach state zero. They presented a method 
for proving that an optimal policy is monotonic in the number of 
customers in the system, taking into account both exponential and 
non exponential models. Shanthikumar and Sumita [1987] conjectured 
that the ergodic sojourn time of a customer in G/IFR/1 queue is 
minimized by FIFO discipline in the sense of increasing and convex 
ordering. Hirayama and Kijima [1989] showed that their conjecture is 
true. 
In many industrial situations machines are subject to random 
breakdown and cannot serve until they can be repaired. An example of 
such types of systems was studied by Sengupta [1990]. Knessl et 
al.[1990] considered the M/G/2 queueing system with two nonidentical 
serves, where they studied the stationary distribution of the number 
of customers in the system. In his paper, Szczotka [1990] studied the 
GI/G/1 queues and extended the results already obtained by other 
researchers to a wider class of single-server queueing systems, 
namely, to the class of queues for which the sequences of interarrival 
and service times are not necessarily stationary. 
Harrison and Nguyen [1990] approximated queueing systems using 
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heavy traffic limits, and quantities based on heavy traffic limits. 
Where as Fleming and Simon [1991] presented a method for 
approximating sojourn time distributions in open queueing systems 
based on light and heavy traffic limits. Ittimakin and Kao [1991] 
considered the multiserver queueing system in which customors 
request service from a random number of identical sorverr,. Thoy 
provide a matrix-geometric formulation of the problem and presented 
means for computing the stationary probability vector, and presented 
an algorithm for computing the waiting time distribution. 
Chakravarthy [1992] considered a finite-capacity single-server 
queue in which arrivals occur one at a time, according to a renewal 
process. He computed the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the 
stationary waiting-time distribution of an admitted customer at 
points of arrivals. Also he provided an efficient algorithmic 
procedure for the steady-state analysis of the model. Chaudhry 
[1992] used the characteristic equations to obtain an analytic and 
computational analysis of the queueing-time distribution of GT/D/1 
and GI/D/C queues. He obtained numerical results for the first two 
moments of queueing time and the probability that the queueing time 
is zero. 
In their paper, Niu and Cooper [1993] used constructive, 
sample-path arguments to derive a variety of transform-free results 
about queue lengths and waiting times for the M/G/I/K queue. 
Chakravarthy and Alfa[1993] studied a multiserver queueing system in 
which arrivals are governed by a Markovian arrival process. They 
showed that the steady-state probability vector is of 
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matrix-geometric type. Stadje[1993] considered the GI/G/1 queue with 
finite capacity and derived the time-dependent distributions of the 
number of customers in the system and of the duration of a busy 
period and a busy cycle under an arbitrary initial condition at time 
zero. Eick et al. [1993] established some general structural 
results and derive some simple formulas describing the 
time-dependent performance of the M /G/ cw queue (with a 
nonhomogeneous Poisson arrival process). 
The transient behaviour of the M/G/1 queue (and more genral 
models) has been studied extensively, by Kendall [1951, 1953], and 
Gaver and Jacobs [1990]. With the recent growth in the use of 
queueing theory to analyze computer and communication network 
systems, threshold-type queueing analysis has become fairly 
common. There are many research works done in this area, see for 
example, Nakamura, Sasase & Mori [1990], Fischer et al. [1991]. Lee 
et al. [1994] considered a queueing system with compound Poisson 
arrival, N-policy and multiple vacations. As soon as the system 
becomes empty, the server leaves for avacation of random length V . 
Stadje [1994] studied the behaviour of the batch arrival queue 
M /M/1 during a long busy period, where the interarrival times and 
the service times are exponentially distributed with mean l/X and 
1/M, respectively. Lee et al.[1994] studied an M^/G/1 queueing 
system with N-policy and multiple vacations. They obtained the 
system size distribution and showed that the system size decompses 
into three random variables one of which is the system size of 
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ordinary M^/G/1 queue. Kella and Taksar [1994] considered a G/G/1 
queue in which the server is available for primary custoemr for a 
random number of busy cycles after which he leaves for a random 
amount of time as soon as the system becomes empty. 
1.5 Development of Queueing Networks Theory:-
The initial development of queueing network theory may be 
seen since 1954 (tandem queues) and 1957 (queueing networks). The 
literature on the subject has grown very rapidly. We trace here 
the directions and development of queuueing networks literature in 
recent years. Queueing networks theory can be generally divided 
into four main groups: (1) open unrestricted networks; (2) closed 
unrestricted networks; (3) open restricted networks; and (4) 
closed restricted networks. We briefly review the development of 
the multistage queueing networks models for all the above four 
groups separately. 
Some terms used in queueing networks theory are defined below 
Blocking: By blocking we mean the situation that takes place when 
a customer has completed service in the first stage but cannot 
proceed because the second station and queue are completely 
filled. There are many types of blocking, but the most often 
dealt with in the literature are:- blocking after service, and 
blocking before service. Blocking after service occurs when a 
station has completed the service of a customer while there is no 
space for it in the next queue. In this case the first station 
will house this customer and cannot start serving the next one. 
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So the customer will remain there (at the first station) until a 
customer departs from the next station. In blocking before 
service, a station can serve the customer only when there is a 
space for it in the next queue. These two types of blocking are 
sometimes called manufacturing blocking and communication 
blocking. 
A cyclic network:- It is an open network in which each customer 
can visit any node only once. 
Sojourn time:- The sojourn time of a customer in a queue, is the 
sum of its delay, if any, plus its service time. 
Erogodicity:- The queueing system is said to be ergodic if the 
joint distribution of the waiting times of the n customer in the 
first and second queues, converges, as n-»oD , to a probability 
distribution. 
Zero-switching rule:- The server stays in a stage until its queue 
becomes empty and then it switches to the other stage. 
Usages:- Queueing networks models appear in many important and 
diverse areas such as manufacturing systems, communication 
systems, multi programmed computer systems, scheduling networks of 
queues, congestion, hospital facilities, machines, serial 
production lines, satellite networks, air traffic control, 
maintenance and repair facilities, etc. The development of this 
area can be seen in Kleinrock [1963, 1975], Gelenbe and Pujolle 
[1986], and Walrand [1988]. 
Methods used for the problems in queueing networks :There are many 
methods used for solving queueing networks models; the most 
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important ones are:- approximation methods, decomposition methods, 
reduction methods, simulation, method of stages, isolation 
methods, parametric methods, Markov renewal approach, perturbation 
analysis, central limit theorems, moments (generating function 
approach),matrix-geometric and recursive algorithms, heuristic 
algorithms, etc. 
First, we briefly review the development of the two - stage 
queueing networks models, due to the fact that nearly all the 
multistage queueing networks models are extensions of these or at 
least based on them. 
Two-stage Queueing Networks:- Tandem queueing systems in 
which the output from one queueing process serves as the input to 
another, have been studied by many authors. The first work on 
sequences of queues in tandem starts with the work of Jackson 
[1954, 1956] and Taylor and Jackson [1954]. Taylor and Jackson 
applied queueing theory to the provisioning of spare engines. 
They studied an open queue in tandem system with a finite number 
of customers. So they were considered the first to introduce the 
idea of cyclic queues. Jackson [1954] derived the 
differential-difference equations characterizing the system of two 
queues in series and obtained the steady-state solution: 
Where P^ ^^  =[l-^^][l-^] >^( 1) 
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The average number of customers in the system is 
The average number of customer waiting for service in the system 
(not including those in service is 
( ^/AJ )l (^ /^  )l 
->(3) 
Probability that there are n customers in Phase one is 
Probability that there are n customers in Phase two is 
[VM3]'' [l-V/^,j >(5) 
Jackson [1954] was considered the first to introduce the 
concept of "product form" in the theory of queues. Also, he 
studied the problem of two queues in tandem with restricted number 
of customers. He derived the differential-difference equations 
describing this model and obtained the steady-state solutions 
which are similar to the unrestricted case with a different value 
for P 
0,0 
Hunt [1956] studied some exponential service cases for a 
limited number of servers and obtained few results concerning the 
whole system. 
The output of a queueing system with Poisson input and 
exponential service times is also Poisson, and we can generaize 
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this result to any number of stages, Burke[1956]. Even if 
multiple channels are allowed, and some of the waiting times are 
dependent, the factorization result in Jackson [1954] paper is 
still valid. It follows that the expected total waiting time in 
the system does not depend on the ordering, Reich[1957, 1963]. 
Starting with Jackson [1957] some of these results were extended 
to more complicated networks of queues. 
Suzuki [1963], studied a queueing system consisting of two 
servers in tandem with infinite number of customers before the two 
servers. The inter-arrival times are identically distributed, 
mutually independent random variables with distribution function 
F(x) = 
1-e ^^ , if X > 0 
0 , if X < 0, 
The service times at both stations are mutually independent. He 
derived the queue size and the waiting time distributions at the 
second server. He also considered in [1964] a tandem queueing 
model with blocking where he studied a Markov chain imbeded in 
the process. The trnsient solutions of the above models were 
obtained by Prabhu[1967]. Tandem queues with blocking can be 
studied in terms of an imbedded semi-Markov process, 
(Neuts[1968]) . Further studies for such types of systems with 
different assumptions for the arrival processes and the service 
times were studied by Langaris[1986]. 
There are some systems which consist of two service stations 
in tandem and the service in both stations is performed by a 
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single server. The server switches from one station to the other 
according to certain rules. Nelson[1968] used simulation to find 
the mean and variance of the time in the system for various values 
of the traffic intensities of each station. The steady-state 
solution of such systems were obtained by Taube-Netto[1977] . 
Rosenshine and Chandra [1975] developed approximate solutions 
for a two-stage tandem system and obtained the average 
steady-state queue length in four different but related tandem 
queues that arise in connection with the service system of an air 
terminal complex. The approximate expressions obtained are 
validated by simulation. 
Most approximation methods with tandem queues make the 
assumption of independent departure intervals at all the stations 
in the system. In their paper Shimshak and Sphicas [1982], dealt 
with the covariance that exists in the dependent departure 
intervals and studied its effect on waiting times. They studied a 
two-station tandem system where the covariance of the departure 
intervals from the first station is known a priori. They obtained 
the waiting times at the second queue analytically by assuming 
independent arrivals equal to the departures from the first 
station and they compared it for differences with the actual 
waiting times, with dependent arrivals, found through computer 
simulation. Also they examined the effect of the covariance on 
the waiting time at the second station. 
Queues in biseries were first studied by Maggu [1970]. 
Biseries means that a customer can get his service first in 
station 1 and then in station 2 or he can get his service first in 
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station 2 and then in station 1 and then leaves the system. In 
another words, the service of a customer consists of two parts that 
can be done in respect of the order of performing service. He 
derived the steady-state equations describing the model. Kumar 
[1980] studied a system consisting of two biseries queues in which 
the service of a customer can be done in one or both the service 
stations and the order of service is immaterial. He assumed 
Poisson arrival and exponential processing times at both stations. 
He obtained the p.d.f. of the queue length in terms of Laplace 
transforms with the aid of generating function technique. See also 
Kumar [1982], Heydari [1987]. 
Interchangeability properties of queues in series have been 
studied by many researchers. Friedman [1965] considered tandem 
systems with multiple servers at each station and infinite queues 
between the stations. He proved that when the service time at 
each station is deterministic, for an arbitrary arrival process, 
the epoch at which the customer departs from the system is 
independent of the order of the stations. Weber [1979] considered 
the problem when there is a single server at each station and the 
service times at all stations are exponentially distributed. 
Based on a Laplace-transform method he showed that for a tandem 
system with infinite queues between the stations, the departure 
process is stochastically the same when the order of any two 
stations is interchanged. Lehtonen [1986] gave a different proof 
for the interchangeability of tandem queues using a sophisticated 
coupling technique. Anantharam [1987] gave a different proof 
using stochastic intensity and nonlinear filtering theory. 
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Tsoucas and Walrand [1987] gave another proof using random walk 
arguments. Kijima and Makimoto [1990] considered the case of two 
exponential single-server queues in tandem and they gave a direct 
proof of interchangeability with slight extension of the result. 
All these authors assumed infinite queues between stations and, 
therefore, no possibility of blocking. Recently Chao and Pinedo 
[1992] studied the effect of the order of service stations on the 
departure process in a tandem system with blocking. They proved 
a similar result for the reversibility of a three stations tandem 
system with blocking. 
The study of flowshop scheduling has attracted many 
researchers over the last four decades. Johnson [1954] studied 
the problem of scheduling jobs in two and three machines in tandem 
with the objective of finding a schedule which minimizes the 
maximum flow time for all jobs. His paper is the most important 
paper on the subject, not only for its content but mainly all 
subsequent researches were based on it. Bagga [1967] gave a 
solution for the n jobs-two machine problem with the criterion to 
minimize the total waiting time of all the jobs. In all these 
studies the processing times of the jobs on the machines were 
assumed to be fixed and known a priori. Bagga [1970] conjectured 
an optimal ordering rule for the four-job, two-machine problem 
when the processing times follow exponential distributions. 
Makino [1965] has minimized the total expected elapsed time in the 
case of two job-two machine and two job-three machine problems 
assuming processing times follow exponential and K-Erlang 
distributions. Heuristic algorithms to minimize the total flow 
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time of jobs have been proposed by Gupta[1972], Miyazaki et al. 
[1978], and other authors. For extensive literature on the subject 
and more references the readers are referred to Van Deman [1974]. 
In their paper, Cunningham and Dutta [1973] tackled the 
problem of sequencing n jobs on two machines in series with 
exponential processing times on both machines with the objective 
of minimizing the expected job completion time. Pinedo [1981] 
considered the problem of scheduling jobs on two machines in 
tandem with exponential processing times, with the objective of 
minimizing the expected completion time of all jobs. He assumed 
there are two sets of jobs, the first set have to be processed on 
the first and the second machine respectively, whereas the second 
set have to be processed first on the second machine and then on 
the first machine. Also there are some studies on multiclass 
closed queueing network scheduling problem with two single-server 
stations, (Harrison and Wein[1990]). They used a dynamic control 
problem involving Brownian motion. For more work about multiclass 
queueing networks see Basket et al. [1975], Kelly [1979], Wein 
[1990a,b]. Also see Shioyama [1989].In real life situations we 
find systems with batch arrivals and no intermediate queues, (Chao 
and Pinedo[1990]) . 
Multistage Queueing Networks:-
In the following we will divide queueing networks theory into 
four major groups as mentioned earlier and we trace here the 
directions and development of the theory in the last few years. 
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(1) Open Unrestricted Networks Systems:- In an open system, 
customers enter and are being serviced at various stations and 
leave the system. 
The problem of flowshop scheduling has received a great deal 
of attention in the literature. Many researchers study flowshop 
scheduling problems and some heuristic algorithms have been 
proposed by some of them. (See Campbell et al.[1970], Gupta 
[1972], and Miyazaki et al. [1978]. For more references on the 
subject see Dudek et al. [1992].For scheduling in queueing 
networks see Perkins and Kumar [1989]. 
Ahmadi et al. [1992] considered a class of two-machine 
batching scheduling problems in which the batch process plays an 
important role. They obtained the makespan and the sum of 
completion times, and they extended their analysis to the case of 
multiple families and to the case of three-machine batching. (See 
also Szwarc [1983b], and Chen et al. [1988]. Chao [1993] 
considered an open network of two types of jobs having exponential 
processing times. Costs are charged at a rate that depends on the 
number of jobs of the two types in the system. He showed that for 
arbitrary arrival processes the policy that gives priority to 
those jobs for whom the rate of change of the cost function is 
greatest minimizes the expected cost rate at every time t. (See 
also Lai and Ying [1988], and the review paper of manufacturing 
flow line systems by Dallery and Gershiwin [1992]). 
Daniels and Mazzola [1994] considered scheduling and flexible 
resource allocation problems that arise in flow shop manufacturing 
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environments with the objective of simultaneously determine the 
permutation job sequence, resource allocation policy, and 
operation start times that optimize system performance. 
There is little literature on multisource tandem network of 
queues with deterministic service, (See Morrison [1979], and 
Meister [1978]. Shalmon and Kaplan [1984] gave a complete 
analysis of the delays for a tandem network of queues with 
deterministic service and multiple interfering sources, where 
there are no intermediate departures. Their model is an extension 
of Kaplan [1980] model, who considered the 2-fold variant of the 
above problem, where the network consists of two deterministic 
links in tandem and the sources at each node are Poisson. Boxma 
and Resing [1992] studied a tandem queueing system with 
deterministic service times. They assumed all queues have unit 
service times. The output of each successive queue is the input 
to the next queue plus some external arrivals. For the case of two 
queues in series they assumed that there are external batch 
arrivals for both queues, and they obtained the joint queue length 
process in the two queues, the end-to-end delay of a customer at 
the first queue, and the covariance between the delay in the first 
queue and the delay in the second queue of a customer arriving at 
the first queue. 
Research on using queueing networks in modeling a number of 
complex systems such as manufacturing, computer and communication 
networks and the evaluation of performance measures of networks 
and the design of such systems has grown very rapidly in the last 
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few years. Bitran and Tirupati [1989] introduced the notions of 
tradeoff curves, targeting and balancing in manufacturing systems 
to describe the relationship between variables such as work-in-
process, lead-time and capacity. They considered a multiproduct 
manufacturing system. (See Dallery & Gershiwin [1992]). 
Glynn and Whitt [1991] presented a new approach for obtaining 
heavy-traffic limits for open infinite-server queueing systems. 
(See Reiman [1984]). Wu [1992] studied an open queueing networks 
with group arrivals. He obtained an equivalent single customer 
arrival process by using the method of entropy maximization and he 
applied these results to study a variety of queueing systems. Lee 
and Zipkin [1992] considered a tandem multistage production 
process where demand is a Poisson process and the unit production 
times are exponentially distributed. They assumed there is a 
single server representing a single machine at each stage and 
they focus on make-to-stock systems. For infinite-server queues 
see also Massey and Whitt [1993]. 
Markovian queueing networks have been studied by many 
authors. Borovkov [1987, 1988] and Sigman [1990] assumed 
independent and identically distributed arrival and service times 
and Bernoulli routing. (See also Walrand [1988]). For scheduling 
of manufacturing systems; see Perkins and Kumar [1989] and Kumar 
and Seidman [1990]. Brandon and Yechiali [1991] studied a 
Markovian tandem queueing network with feedback (with Poisson 
arrivals, exponential service times, and Bernoulli routing). 
Bambos and Wasserman [1994] studied a stationary tandem queueing 
networks with job feedback. Zhu [1994] considered a Markovian 
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queueing network in which the arrival rates, routing probabilities 
and service rates depend on an underlying Markov chain. Based on 
time reversibility and balance equations, he showed that under 
certain conditions the steady-state distribution of the queue 
length process is of product form. For a detailed discussion 
about Markovian queueing networks the reader is referred to 
Walrand [1988]. 
Boucherie and Sereno [1994] gave a characterization for the 
assumption that product form results for stochastic Petri net are 
based on the assumption that a positive solution exists for a 
linear set of equations similar to the traffic equations for 
queueing networks; see Baccelli[1992]. Boucheri [1994] introduced 
a new form of local balance the corresponding product form 
results. He showed that these new product from resultsallow 
capacity constraints at the stations of a queueing network without 
conditions on the transitions rates. Chang and Thomas [1994] used 
stochastic dominance for providing a new characterization of point 
processes which led to a unified proof for various stability 
results of open Jackson networks. (For stability of open queueing 
networks you can also see Sigman [1990]. For hierarchical 
queueing networks and their analysis the reader is referred to 
Buchholz [1994] and Willemain [1974]. 
There are several practical examples of the importance of the 
throughput of a plant. Managers rely mainly on changes in 
production rate and process improvements as two major factors that 
impact throughput. Bitran and Sarkar [1974] considered a 
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proction system that consists of multiple stations through which 
preducts flow as per a Markovian routing matrix. Using 
paramertric decomposition methods they estimated the queue lengths 
at each station. Dallery [1994] modeled Failure and repair time 
distributions of manufacturing systems by generalized exponential 
distributions (or generalized geometric distributions in the case 
of a discrete-time model). In their paper, Home and Irony [1994] 
studied the ship-to-shore transfer of cargo from ships that are 
located offshore. In such situations, cargo is transferred from 
ships to smaller craft, which in turn transport the cargo the 
remaining distance to shore. These craft cycle back and forth 
from the ship to the shore until the transfer is complete. 
Frenk et al [1994] presented two algorithms for server 
allocation problems in manufacturing queueing networks. The 
production process they considered can be modeled as an open 
network of queues with different product classes. Dai, et al. 
[1994] proposed a hybrid method for approximating generalized 
Jackson networks using both decomposition approximation and heavy 
traffic theory. They first partitioned the stations in the 
network into several ordered subnetworks ( where each subnetwork 
may contain more than one station), and then analyzed the 
subnetworks sequentially. 
(11) Closed Unrestricted Networks Systems:- In a closed network a 
fixed and finite number of customers circulate through the 
network and no arrivals or departures are allowed. 
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A survey of queueing networks theory literature reveals that 
some consideration has been devoted to the study of closed 
systems. Most of the published papers concentrated on the study 
of the two-stage model, where a customer upon completion of his 
service in one of the two stations can enter service immediately 
on the other, or he has to wait if there is a queue infront of 
him. 
Shanthikumar and Yao [1986] studied the equilibrium behavior of 
the queue lengths in a product-form closed queueing network when the 
service rates at a subset of stations are increased. In the last 
few years many researchers proved that the throughput in a closed 
queueing networks is nondecreasing in the number of jobs in the 
networks. For product form networkssee Suri [1985], Yao [1985], and 
Shanthikumar and Yao [1987]. For non-product form networks only 
limited results were obtained. In their paper, Adan and Wal [1989] 
proved that for the closed queueing network with general service 
times the throughput does not increase if an extra job is added to 
the network (see also Van Dijik and Lamond [1988]). See also 
Shanthikumar et al. [1987]. Chang and Lavenberg [1974] considered 
the same network studied by Gordon and Newell [1967] but under the 
assumption that all service-time distributions are arbitrary. They 
showed that the work rate for a stage exists with probability one. 
They also obtained explicit expressions relating the work rates of 
different stages and another ones for the asymptotic work rates as 
the number of customers becomes large. They showed also that the 
work rates depended continuously on the service times. See Bondi 
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and Whitt [1986]. 
In the flowshop scheduling literature, since Johnson [1954] 
many models have been presented. The scheduling objective is to 
find the sequence in which jobs should be completed on each 
machine (station) in the system to optimize system performance. 
Harrison and Wein [1990] considered a multiclass queueing network 
consisting of two single-server stations, with the objective of 
scheduling the servers in order to maximize the long-run average 
throughput of the network. (See Wein [1990a,b], [1992]). For 
more details about scheduling problems see Harrison and Wein 
[1989] and the survey paper of Dudek et al. [1992]. Multiclass 
closed queueing networks was studied also recently by Chevalier 
and Wein [1993] who considered the problem of finding an optimal 
dynamic sequencing policy to maximize the mean throughput rate. 
They generalized the results of Harrison and Wein [1990] from a 
system containing two-station network to a system containing a 
finite number of stations. 
Wang and Ross [1994] studied a class of closed multicalss 
queueing networks with infinite server stations. They obtained 
the traffic conditions and the expected queue lengths. They 
showed through an example how to obtain an asymptotic expansions 
of performance measures when the networks are in mixed usage and 
how to apply the results to networks with finite data. 
(ill) Open Restricted System:- For restricted networks, blocking 
may occur due to restrictions on each queue length, resulting in a 
decrease in maximum utilization. Queueing networks with blocking 
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have proved useful in modelling stochastic systems such as 
computer systems, manufacturing systems, telecommunication systems 
production lines, and quality control systems with a sequence of 
inspection stations. 
During the last three decades researchers concentrate on the 
approximation techniques for the solutions of queueing problems 
and in particular to queueing networks. Stanley and Gershwin 
[1987] gave a decomposition method for analyzing a class of tandem 
queues with finite buffers. Brandwajn and Jow [1988] proposed an 
approximation method for the solution of tandem queues with 
blocking. Their approach relies on the use of marginal 
probability distributions (equivalence) together with an 
approximate evaluation of the conditional probabilities 
introduced through such an equivalence. Their method depends on 
the solution of a two-station system as a building block, & then 
interests over pairs of adjacent stations. In his paper, Altiok 
[1989] studied a system of tandem queues with phase-type service 
times and finite buffers. He considered three cases: (i) the 
first queue has an infinite buffer; (ii) the first queue has a 
finite buffer; & (iii) the first server is always busy. He used 
an approximation method to compute the steady-state probability 
distributions of the number of customers in each queue. This 
method decomposes the system into individual queues with revised 
arrival & service rates and with queue capacities. Then each 
queue is treated separately with an iterative scheme which relates 
these queues to each other. Lee and Pollock [1990] proposed, an 
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approximation method for analyzing the general configuration of an 
open queueing network with blocking. See also Lee & Pollock 
[1989]. In their paper, Song and Takahashi [1991] studied 
problems arising in applications of the cross aggregation method 
to y tandem queueing systems with production blocking. They 
studied a model with Poisson arrivals, multiple exponential 
servers & a finite queue infront of each server. 
The study of output processes for queues in tandem continued. 
Hendricks [1992] developed a new approach for analyzing the output 
processes of finite Markovian queueing networks to obtain 
expressions for the interdeparture distribution and the 
correlation structure of the process. . (See also Makino [1964], 
and Hillier and Boling [1967]). For a description of queueing 
networks with blocking and especially to tandem queueing networks 
with exponential service times and blocking-after service, see 
Dallery and Frein [1993]. 
Smith [1994] applied the theory and methodology of open and 
closed queueing network models to the design, analysis, and 
synthesis of pedestrain and vehicular circulation systems of 
facilities and their surrounding environment. See Gopalan and 
Kannan [1994]. 
(iv) Closed Restricted Networks Systems:- Closed queueing 
networks with blocking have been studied by some other authors. 
Suri and Cao [1983] used the perturbation analysis technique for 
closed systems with blocking. Suri and Diehl [1986] studied a 
single class closed queueing networks with exponential service 
times and blocking. They used an approximation technique based 
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partly on analysis and partly on heuristic arguments. In their 
paper. Van Dijik and Lamond [1988] investigated a new methodology 
to obtain simple and computationally attractive bounds for 
non-product form queueing systems to be applied to finite 
single-server exponential tandem queues. Their methodology is 
based on modifying the original system into product form systems 
that provide bounds for some performance measures. They studied a 
two-stage tandem queue with blocking. In this system, if a job 
completes service at the first stage while the second stage is 
full, it will be blocked and has to be re-worked again at the 
first stage. 
In their paper, Dallery and Towsley [1991] established the 
symmetry of the throughput for the cyclic networks with 
communication blocking and starvation. The throughput 
maximization result which had conjectured by Onvural and Perrors 
[1989] falls out as a corrollary for this case. For more details 
about the structural properties of the throughput, see Buzacott 
and Shanthikumar [1992]. Rajan and Agrawal [1994] studied cyclic 
networks of stations with general blocking and starvation (GBS). 
Their main objective is to investigate how the throughput of 
cyclic GBS networks is affected by varying (i) the total number of 
jobs (j), and (ii) the buffer allocation K= (k^,k ,...,k ) subject 
to a fixed total buffer capacity K= (k +k +...+k ). They showed 
that the throughput of certain classes of cyclic GBS is symmetric 
in the total number of jobs 0:SJ<K and is maximized at J=K/2. 
Akyildiz [1988] presented an algorithm for throughput analysis of 
closed restricted systems. He states that if two queueing 
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networks, one with blocking and the other without blocking, have 
an almost equal number of states, then their throughputs are 
almost equal. For cyclic queues with blocking before service (See 
Frein and Dallery[1989]. For an excellent review paper for closed 
systems with blocking, see also Onvural[1990] . 
A survey of queuing networks theory literature reveals that 
relatively little consideration has been devoted to the 
application of the models. This is due in fact to the complexity 
of the models. Certainly there are some successes of the theory 
in areas such as manufacturing systems, production processes & 
computer systems. Also the application of queueing networks 
theory to different areas of current interest can be added to its 
successes. But in the socio-political areas, the applications of 
queueing networks theory is still at the development stages. 
Due to complexity of the models being considered, many 
methods were used for solving queueing networks models. Since 
exact solution techniques are not easy, most of the research works 
attempt at developing approximate solution techniques. These 
techniques differ in accuracy and vary in complexity, but most of 
them are based on the idea of decomposing a queueing network into 
individual queues with revised parameters; and after that the 
available or newly developed techniques are used to analyze the 
individual subsystems in isolation. Simulation is also used in 
solving such models. 
1.6) Some new Queueing Networks Models: In Chapter two, we deal 
with a two machine production scheduling problem in which the 
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machines are in tandem and there is a single transport agent which 
carries processed items from a machine (Machinel) to another machine 
(Machine2) and then returns back empty to machine 1 for transporting 
the next item. Also we consider the problem of scheduling n items 
on 3-machines in tandem with limited transportation facility. An 
algorithm is proposed to obtain the optimal solution. The special 
case of break-down intevals of machines is also investigated. 
Furthermore, we consider the problem of scheduling n items on m 
machines in tandem where the transportation time is involved. 
In Chapter Three, we deal with a two machine tandem queueing 
system with transportation time where the idea of "equivalent item 
for item-block" is considered. The problem involving weighted 
items and break-down interval of machines is also considered. A 
heuristic procedure is presented for obtaining an optimal solution 
to the problems. The idea is also extended to m-machines in tandem. 
In Chapter Four, we consider the problem of scheduling n items 
on two machines in tandem where the finished items have to undergo 
the inspection and service times on the two machines and the 
inspectionare assumed to be distributed exponentially with a known 
mean. The objective is to find a schedule for the n items on the 
two machines so that the expected total completion times for 
processing all the items is minimized, A scheduling heuristic rule 
and a numerical example are given at the end of the chapter. 
In chapter Five, we consider the problem of interchangeability 
of Serves in a tandem queue which consists of two service stations 
each having a single server. We assume the system to be initially 
empty. After service completion at station 1, the customer (item) 
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is transported with positive transpotation time to station 2, and 
after service completion there, it moves out of the system. The 
arrival process is arbitrary. All the service times are assumed 
mutually independent and also independent of the arrival process. 
We show that the departure process of customers from the last 
stations is statistically equivalent for the interchange ofthe two 
servers. Also we discuss the problem of finding the optimal order 
for two servers in tandem when no queues are allowed to be formed 
infront of either server. 
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CHAPTER 2 
FLOW SHOP SCHEDULING WITH TRANSPORTATION TIME BETWEEN MACHINES 
2.1 INTRODUCTION : The idea of two production stages in tandem 
was given by Jackson (1954) while studying a queueing system 
concerned with an industry in which the production of an item takes 
place in two distinct but successive stages. Such stages are called 
by Jackson in tandem (or in series). Johnson(1954) and Bellman[1956] 
studied the problem of scheduling of n jobs on two machines arranged 
in tandem where time required to transport jobs from the first 
machine to the second was assumed to be negligible. Maggu and Das 
(1980) introduced the concept of transportation time in going from 
one stage to the other. They studied a system in which an 
infinite number of transport agents were available and no transport 
agent was required to return to stage 1 from stage 2. Here we 
study the case where only a single transport agent is available 
who, after delivering the items at Machine 2 has to come back to 
machine 1 for transporting the next item. We assume that Machine 
A starts processing the next item immediately after finishing 
with the preceding one.Typical examples of varying transportation 
times between the two machines (stations) are found in the situations 
where the transportation from Machine A to Machine B has to pass 
through traffic lights sometimes during rush hours and sometimes 
during normal hours. The other situations considered in this 
chapter are: (1) machine A does not start processing the next item 
unless the preceding one has already been taken away by the transport 
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agent from machine A; (2)-machine A does not start processing the 
next item unless the preceding one has already been processed on 
machine B. These restrictions may be required due to the non-
availability of a waiting room for the items processed by machine A 
or due to high inventory costs for holding these items within the 
passage between machine 1 and 2 
2.2 Two Machines in Tandem with a Single Transport Fasility in 
Between-an Heuristic Approach: 
1^) being Let us consider n items {lit 1^..., 
processed through two machines (A and B) in the order AB with an 
agent who transports an item processed at machine A to the machine 
B and then returns back empty to A to transport the second item 
to B and so on until all the items were taken to B. Let t.be the 
transportation time for item i to carry it from machine A to 
machine B; A.,B.are the service times on machines A and B 
respectively, and r.is the returning time from machine B to A 
after delivering item i. This is described by the following 
diagram: 
XXX 
Production 
Items (i) 
Machine A 
A. 
1 
r. 
1 
(transport-
ation time) 
Machine B 
B. 
1 
Fig. (1) :- Two machines in tandem with a single transport agent 
Note that by the time the transport agent finishes with item 
i-1, the job of i item on machine A may or may not get finished. 
As the machine A after processing item i-1 immediately takes up 
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item i for processing, the item i will wait for transport agent if 
it is not returned back by that time. The problem is to find 
an optimal schedule of items so as to minimize the total 
production time for completing all the items. 
2.3 Development of the Procedure: 
The following theorem provides a procedure for an optimal schedule: 
Theorem (1):- An optimal schedule is obtained by sequencing the 
items i-1, i, i+1 such that: 
min (A^+t^ + R^.^, B^^^ + t^^^ +R^) <min (Ai^i + t^^^4-R^,B^^t^+R^_^) 
Where R-_j (t. - + r. - ~ A.) if it is positive, 
0, otherwise. 
Proof:- Let S and S' denote the sequences of items given by :-
^ " -^"-l' ^2' '^i-l'^i' •''i+l' ^l+2''''' ^ n^' 
s' = ^H' H i l - i ' i l . i . I ' i ' i ' i . 2 ' A^ ) 
Let (X , X' ) and (CX , C'X ) be respectively the processing 
r e XT sr 
time and completion time of any item p on machine X (=A or B) 
for the sequences (S, S' ). Let(t , t' ) denote respectively 
the transportation times of item p from machine A to machine B for 
the sequences (S, S' ). ^ is the returning time of the 
transportation agent from machine B to A after delivering the p 
item at machine B. 
Note that we have defined 
Vi ^ Vi ^ Vi • ^ ^ 0. 
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The completion time of p item on machine B is given by 
CBp = max (CAp + tp + Rp_^, CBp_^ ) + Bp. (1) 
We will choose the sequence S if : 
CB < C'B (2) 
n n 
i.e. if 
max (CA +t +R ,, CB ,)+B < max (C'A +t'+R' ^ , 
^ n n n-1' n-1' n ^ n n n-1' 
C'B , )+B'. 
n-1 ' n 
As CA +t +R = E A.+t +R =C'A +t' +R' , and B =B; , 
n n n-1 . , i n n-1 n n n-1 n n+1 ^ 
1=1 
result (2) will be true if: 
CB^.l < C'B^_^ (3) 
Proceeding in this way we get that inequality (2) is true if: 
CB < C'B (p=i+l, i+2, ,n, 
and i=l,....n-l) (4) 
We now calculate the values of CB.,, and C'B.,, ; 
1+1 1+1 ' 
CB =max (CA +t +R CB ) +B 
i+1 i+1 i+1 i» i i+1 
=max[CA^^ +t^ _^  +R^, inax(CA.+t.+R. ,, CB. ,)+B.] +B.- , 
^ 1 1 1-1' 1-1' i-" 1+1 
=max (CA^^i+t^^^+R^+B^^^. CA^+t.+R^_^+B^+B^^^, 
CB._^ + B. +B.^^) 
=max (CA^_^ +A.+A.^^+t.^^+R^+B.^^, 
^Vi -^V^i^^i-i^^i^^i+r 
^Vi ^V^i+i)- (5) 
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similarly 
C ' V l -^  ^ i ^ ^'i ^«'i-l ^ «'i ^ «'i + l' 
C'Bi-i + B'i ^ B'^^^) (6) 
For the sequences S and S' it is obvious that 
CB = C'B 
i-1 i-1 
^i = ^ i+1 ' <^=^ °^ «)' ^ i = 4+1 
^i+1 = X| ; (X=A or B); t^^^ = f^ ^^ ^ 
V l = ^ 'i' ^ i = ^'i-1 
Writing (4) for p = i+1 and using (7) we get 
max (CA..^+A^+A^^^ +t^^^ +Ri +^+1. ^ ^i-l^^i^^^ V l ^ ^ ^ ^ + 1 ' 
^Vl^V«i+l) 
<max (CA +A +A +t +R +B CA +A +t +R +B +B 
i-1 i+1 i i i-1 i' i-1 i+1 i+1 i i+1 i' 
Substracting (CB._ +B. +B.^) from both sides, the inequality 
(8) reduces to:-
max(CA. ,+A.+A.^,+t.^,+R.+B.^,,CA. -+A.+t.+R. ,+B.+B.^,) 
^ 1-1 X 1+1 1+1 1 1+1' 1-1 1 1 1-1 1 1+1' 
<max (CA. ,+A.^-+A.+t.+R. ,+B.,CA. -+A.^,+t.^,+R.+B.+B. , ) 
^ 1-1 1+1 1 1 1-1 1' 1-1 1+1 1+1 1 1 1+1' 
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Further Subtracting (CA +A +A +t +R +R +t +B +B ) from 
i-1 i i+1 i i-1 i i+1 i i+1 
each side we have : 
max (-Bi-t^-R^_^.-A^^^-t^^^-Ri)<max(-B^^^-t^^^-R^,-A^-t^-R^_^) 
or 
min (Ai+t^+R^.,. B^^.+t^^^+R^) <min (A^^i+t^^i+Ri,B^+t^+R^.^) 
>(9) 
Remark:- Note that when we set R = 0 in (9), our model will be 
the same as that of Maggu and Das (1980). 
ALGORITHM (l):-Our Problem can be represented in tableau form as 
follows: 
Item 
(i) 
1 
2 
3 
n 
Machine 
(Ai) 
^1 
^2 
^3 
A 
n 
A t. 
1 
— > 
^ 
^2 
^3 
t 
n 
r. 
1 
^1 
^2 
^3 
r 
n 
Machine B 
«1 
^2 
«3 
B 
n 
Where A.,B.arethe service times on machines A and B respectively, 
t.is the transportation time of item i from machine A to 
machine B and r. is the returning time of the transport 
agent from machine B to machine A after delivering the i itme. 
The result of theorm (1) gives the following procedure 
for an optimal sequence: 
Step 1: Assume there are two fictitious machines (G and H) in 
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place of A and B respectively. Assume that the service times for 
these fictitious machines are given by G. and H.where 
G. = R. + t. + A. 
H. = R. - + t.+B. 
1 1-1 1 1 
Step 2 Applying Johnson's (1954) rule to the fictitious machine 
times G and H constructed in step 1, we obtain the optimal 
sequence 
ii 
Example(1):Let a machine tandem queueing problem be given in the 
following tableau form: 
Item 
(i) 
Machine A 
(A.) 
r. 
1 
1-1 
Machine B 
(B.) 
2 
3 
4 
7 
4 
7 
4 
3 
5 
3 
3 
3 
0 
3 
0 
4 
8 
3 
5 
6 
8 
6 
5 
3 
3 
3 
0 
3 5(Times in 
Hours) 
Where r = 3 (constant) for all i and A B and t are as 
i . i' i i 
defined before. 
Solution:- Let G and H be two fictitious machines representing A 
and B respectively. Let G.and H.be the service times of G and H 
respectively. Then our reduced problem is: 
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I t em Machine G Machine H 
1 8 10 
2 11 8 
3 10 14 
4 12 8 
5 14 15 
6 12 11 
Now we apply Johnson's (1954) rule to the above reduced times. 
The optimal sequence obtained is : 1,3,5,6,2,4. The minimum total 
production time (waiting time in the system for all the items) 
is calculated as follows: 
Item Machine A t. r^  Machine B Y=C.A+t.+r. Idle time 
in 
0 
5 
9 
17 
23 
30 
-
-
-
-
-
— 
out 
5 
9 
17 
23 
30 
37 
 
3 
3 
6 
3 
4 
5 
i 
-> 
.
1 
<— 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
 
in 
8 
15 
23 
32 
37 
44 
-
-
-
-
— 
out 
15 
23 
32 
37 
41 
47 
(i) 
1 
3   11 
5   17 
6   26 
2   32 
4 - - 39 
A 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
10 
B 
8 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
10 11 
Y represent the time at which the transport agent returns to 
machine A to take the next item. 
The total processing time of all the items through the system (i.e. 
total production time)is 47 hours. Idle time for machine A is 10 
hours, for machine B it is 11 hours and for the rent is 5 hours. So 
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machine A is busy 78.7% of the time, machine B is busy 76.6% of the 
time, and the transportation agent is busy 89.4% of the time. 
2.4 CASE OF HIGH INVENTORY COST BETWEEN THE TWO MACHINES :-
Let us now consider the situation where machine A should not start 
processing the next item unless the preceding one has already been 
taken by the transport agent from machine A. This restriction is 
required when there is no space infront of machine A for the 
finished items or the holding cost for an item infront of machine A 
is very high. 
Theorem(2);- Under this assumption an optimal schedule can be 
obtained by sequencing the items i-l,i,i+l such that: 
min (Ai + 4,B^^^ + t^^^) < min (A^^^ + t^^^ , B^ + t^ ) 
Proof :- Let S,S',X ,X' ,CX ,C'X ,t ,t' and r be as defined 
' ' p' p' p' P P P P 
earlier. Under the assumption stated above we have that the 
completion time of p item at machine A is equal to 
max(CA ,CA .+t ,+r ,) 
^ p' p-1 p-1 p-1' 
Therefore, the completion time of the p item on machine B is 
given by: 
CB = max (CA +t ,CA ,+t -+r ,+t )+B_ 
p ^ P P' p-1 p-1 p-1 P P 
The sequence S will be preferable to S' if (4) holds. Writing 
(4) for p=i+l it follows that the sequence S will be 
preferable to S' if 
^«i+l < C' 
Now CB^^^ =max(CA^^^+t^^^, CA^+t^+r^+t^^^)+B^^^ 
^«i+l < ^ '^i+l (1°) 
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=niax[CA +t max{CA +t CA +t +r +t +r +t ) 
i+i i+i' i i' i-i i-i i-i i i i+i 
+B.]+B.^, 
=max(CA.^^+t.^^+B.^^,CA.+t.+B.+B.^^ CA._^.t._^.r._^.r..t. 
=niax(CA. , + A . + A . , , + t . ^ + B . , , ,CA. ,+A . + t . + B .+B . , , , 
^ 1 - 1 1 1 + 1 1 + 1 1 + 1 ' 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 + 1 ' 
CA. , + t . , + r . + t . + r . + t . ^ , + B . + B . . , ) 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 + 1 1 1 + 1 ' 
and similarly for the sequence S' we have; 
C'B.^, = max(C'A. ,+A' .+A' .^,+t' .^,+B' .^, ,C'A. ,+A' .+t' .+B!+B ! ^ , , 1+1 ^ 1-1 1 1+1 1+1 1 + 1' 1-1 1 1 1 1 + 1' 
C A . ,+t'. ,+r'. +t' .+r' .+t' .^,+B' .+B' .^, ) 1-1 1-1 1-1 1 1 1+1 1 1+1' 
=max (CA. .+A . ^ ^+A.+t.+B . , CA . -,+A . ^ ^+t. ^ .+B . ^ ^+B . , 
^ 1-1 1+1 1 1 1 ' 1-1 1+1 1+1 1+1 i' 
CA. ,+t. .+r.+t.^,+r. .+t.+B.^,+B.) 1-1 1-1 1 1+1 1-1 1 1+1 i' 
Inequality (10) is equivalent to 
max(CA. .+A.+A.^-+t.^.+B. ,. ,CA. ,+A.+t.+B.+B.^^ , 
^ 1-1 1 1+1 1+1 1+1' 1-1 1 1 1 1+1' 
^Vi^Vi+^i-i^^i^^i^^i+i^«i^«i+i)^^^^^^-i"^+i"^"4^^i' 
CAi_,+A^^,+t.^,+B^^,+B., CA._^+t^_^+r^+t.^^+r._^+t.+B^^^+B. ) (11) 
By substracting the third term from both sides of the inequality 
(11), and further subtracting CA._-+A.+A.^-+t.+t^^^ + B^ + B^^^ 
from the remaining terms of the inequality (11), we have:-
max(-t.-B. -A. , ,-t. , , ) <max (-t.,, -B.^., -A.-t.) 
^ 1 1' 1+1 1+1' ^ 1+1 1+1' 1 1 
or 
min (A.+t.,B.,,+t.,,) <min (A.^,+t.^,, B.+t.) 
^ 1 1' 1+1 1+1' ^ 1+1 1+1' 1 1 
Example (2):- We will solve the example 1 under the assumption that 
machine A does not start processing the next item unless it is 
already cleared from machine A by the transport agent. 
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Solution:- The new processing times on machine A are as shown 
below . The processing time of the i item = max(A.,t. ,+r. ,) 
^ ^ V 1 I j _ - l 1 - 1 ' ' 
Items 
(i) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Machine 
(A,) 
5 
7 
7 
7 
8 
9 
A t. 
1 
— -s 
3 
4 
3 
5 
6 
3 
r. 
1 
<-
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Machine 
(H.) 
7 
4 
8 
3 
9 
5 
The problem can be reduced to that of a two fictitious machines 
as follows: 
Item 
(i) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Mi 
1 
achine G 
=A.+t. 
1 1 
8 
11 
10 
12 
14 
12 
Machine H 
H.=B.+t. 
I l l 
10 
8 
11 
8 
15 
8 
The optimal seguence is: 1,3,5,4,6,2 
The total production time can be calculated as follows 
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Item 
(i) 
1 
3 
5 
4 
6 
2 
Machine A 
in 
0 
5 
11 
19 
28 
36 
-
-
-
-
-
-
^ 
out 
5 
9 
19 
26 
34 
43 
t. 
1 
— > 
3 
3 
6 
5 
3 
4 
r. 
1 
'^ 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Machine B 
in 
8 
15 
25 
34 
39 
47 
- out 
- 15 
- 23 
- 34 
- 37 
- 44 
- 51 
Y=CA. 
1 
+t.+r. 
1 1 
11 
17 
28 
36 
42 
Idle 
A 
0 
0 
2 
0 
2 
2 
8 
time 
B 
8 
0 
2 
0 
2 
3 
0 
14 15 
2.5 FURTHER RESTRICTION ON THE INPUT:-
Consider now the situation that machine A should not start 
processing the next item unless the preceding one has already been 
processed on machine B. 
Theorem (3):- under this assumption the sequence S will be 
preferable to the sequence S' if: 
min(A.+t.+R. ,,B.^-) < min (A.^-+t.^-+R.,B.) 
^ 1 1 1-1' 1+1' ^ 1+1 1+1 1' i' 
Proof: Let S and S' be the sequences of items given by: 
S = (I^, I^ , ^i-l'^i' ^i + i' ^i + 2' ' •'•n^ ' 
^ (^  i. ^ 2' '^ i-1'^ i+1'^ i- ^ i + 2' ' ^ n' 
Let X ,X* ,CX ,C'X ,t ,t' ,r and R as defined in Case (1). p ' p ' p ' P P P P P 
The complition time of p item on machine B is given by:-
CB =max(CA ,+t ,+R ,+A +t ,CB ,+t )+B ,,_, p ^ p-1 p-1 p-1 p p' p-1 p' p (12) 
The sequence S will be prefered to S' if 
CB < C'B , ,-,, 
n n (13) 
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n 
As CA +t +R . = E A.+t +R ^ = C'A +t'+R' ^ and B' =B• ^^, 
n n n-1 .^ i n n-1 n n n-1 n n+1' 
result (13) is true if : CB , < C'B , (14) 
n-1 n-1 
Proceeding in this way we get that inequality (11) is true if: 
C B < C ' B , - . - , - , o /-.c^  
p p (p=i+l, 1+2, ....,n; (15) 
and i=l, 2, ^n-1) . 
Now we calculate values of CB.^ and C'B.^^ as follows: 
CB^^^ =max(CA^+t^H-R^+A^^^+t^^^,CB^+t^^^)+B^^^. 
=inax[CAj^+A^^^+t^ + t^^^ + R^,max(CA^_^ + t^_^ + R^_^fAj^ + t^,CB^_^ + t^ 
+t^^^)+B^]+B^^^. 
^'"^^(C^i-l^ti-l^Vl-^V^i+l^^^^+l^V^i+l'^^i-l^^i-l 
+R. ,+A.+t.+B.+B. ., CB. ,+t.+t.^-+B.+B.^, ) (16) 1-1 1 1 1 1+1 1-1 1 1+1 1 1+1' 
Similarly for the sequence S' we have :-
C'^i + 1 = ^^^ (^'Vl^^'i-l^^'i-l^^'i^^'i+l^^'i^^+l^'i^^'i+l-
^'Vl^t'i-l^^'i-l^^'i-^^'i^«'i^«'i + l. 
C'B. ,+t'.+t'.^ +B'.+B'.^O (17) 
1-1 1 1+1 1 1+1' 
For the sequences S and S' it is obvious that: 
CAi_, = C.A^_^; CB._^ = C'B^.^ ; t^_^ = f..^ 
^i " ^'i+1' ^i+1 = ^'i- (X = A or B) (18) 
t =t' ' t = + ' - R = R ' ' R = R ' 
^i ^ i+1' ^i+l ^ i' ^i-1 ^ i' 1 ^ i-l 
Writing (15) for p = i+1 and using (18) we get :-
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<max(CA^_^+t^_^+R^-.A^^^+A^ + t.^^ + t^ + R^_^ + B^, CA^_^ + t^_^^R. ^ A^^^ 
+t.^,+B.,,+B., CB. +t.^,+t.+B.^ +B.) (19) 
1+1 1+1 i' 1-1 1+1 1 1+1 l' 
The third term on each side of the inequality (19), being equal may 
be deleted from both the sides. Further subtract: 
(CA. 1 + t. -+R. ^+A.+A.,.+t.+t.,,+R.+B.^,+B.) from the 
^ 1-1 1-1 1-1 1 1+1 1 1+1 1 1+1 l' 
remaining terms of the inequality (19), then we have; 
max (-B., -A.,,-t.^,-R.) <max(-B.^^ -A.-t.-R. ^) 
^ 1' 1+1 1+1 i' ^ 1+1' 1 1 1-1' 
or 
min (A.+t.+R. ,,B.^.) <min(A.^, +t.^, +R., B.) 
^ 1 1 1-1' 1+1' ^ 1+1 1+1 1' i' 
Example (3):- We consider the example 1 under the assumption that 
machine A should not start processing the next item unless the 
preceding one has already been processed on machine B. 
We calculate the new processing times on machine A as 
follows: 
A'. , = A. , 1-1 1-1 
A'. = t. +R. , +B. +A 
1 1-1 1-1 1-1 1 
Therefore our problem becomes: 
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Items 
(i) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Where R 
Machine 
(A.) 
5 
17 
15 
18 
16 
24 
. = t.+r 
A 
.-A. 
t. 
1 
— > 
3 . 
4 
3 
5 
6 
3 
r. 
1 
^ 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
R. 
1 
— 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-
Machine B 
(B.) 
7 
4 
8 
3 
9 
5 
1 1 1 i+1 
Let G and H be two fictitious machines representing A and 
B respectively. Then our reduced problem is: 
Item 
(i) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Machine G 
G.= A.+t.+R. , 
1 1 1 1-1 
8 
21 
18 
23 
22 
27 
Machine 
H.=B.+t. 
I l l 
10 
8 
11 
8 
15 
H 
+ R. 
1--1 
The optimal sequence is : 1,5,3,6,4,2. 
production time can be calculated as follows; 
The total 
Item 
(i) 
1 
5 
3 
6 
4 
2 
Mach: 
in 
0 
15 
37 
52 
66 
81 
-
-
-
-
-
-
— 
Lne A 
out 
5 
22 
41 
58 
73 
88 
t 
3 
6 
3 
3 
5 
4 
i 
-> 
r . 
1 
^ -
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Mach: 
in 
8 
28 
44 
61 
78 
92 
-
-
-
-
-
-
— 
Lne B 
out 
15 
37 
52 
66 
81 
96 
Y =CA.+t. 1 1 
— 
11 
31 
47 
64 
81 
+ r Idl 
A 
0 
10 
15 
11 
8 
8 
8 
e 
B 
8 
13 
7 
9 
12 
11 
0 
60 60 
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Y represents the time at v;hich the transport agent returns 
to machine A to take the next item. 
In this section v/e considered the minimization of total 
production time in a 2 machines flow-shop scheduling with a single 
transport agent. The general case where machine A starts processing 
the next item immediately after finishing v;ith the preceding is 
considered first. In many practical situations this may not happen, 
so two more restrictions were introduced, namely, when machine A 
should not start processing the next item unless the preceding one 
has already been carried away by the transport agent and, secondly, 
machine A should not start processing the next item unless the 
preceding one has already been processed on machine B. Computational 
algorithms are proposed. Typical examples of varying transportation 
times between the two machines (stations) are found in the 
situations where the transportation from Machine A to Machine B has 
to pass through traffic lights sometimes during rush hours and 
sometimes during normal hours. The Computer Programs for the 
calculations in numerical examples are given in Appendix A. 
2.6 The Problem of n Itmes and Three-Machine in Tandem Involving 
Transportation times and Break-Down of Machines 
In many industrial and production processes, 
items are processed by a given number of machines in series. Sisson 
[1961]has pointed out that the researcher must be concerned not only 
with obtaining an optimal solution but also with the practical and 
economic application of the solution technique. It is this aspect of 
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the problem which has led us to look for the realistic scheduling 
situations. Recently Maggu etc. introduced the idea of break-down 
time intervals for machines in scheduling theory. This part extends 
the study due to khan, Maggu, & Mudawi[1994] minimizing the total 
production time in 3-machine tandem problem where the new concept of 
a single transport agent has been introduced alongwith break-down 
time interval for machines. 
Let us Consider a flow-shop with n items (i=l,2...,n) 
and three machines in series (U, V and W ) . Associated with each item 
are the processing times X. on machines X(=U,V,W). 
Let t. and q. be the transportation times of item i from 
machines U to V and V to W, respectively. There is a single 
transport agent which carries produced items from machine U to V and 
returns back empty to U to take the next item and so on until all 
items were taken to V. Also there is another single transport agent 
which carries finished items from V to W and follow^ the same process 
as the first single transport agent. Each transport agent cannot 
carry more than one item at a time. Let r. and r. be their 
-' Ll 1.2 
returning times from machine V to U and from W to V, respectively. 
t 
Define R. = 
. + r. - u. , , if t. + r. > u.^ ^ 
t 1 I 0 otherwise, 
r g + r 
R = •-
•^2 I 0 
- v. , , if g. + r. > V. , 
otherwise. 
The problem is to find an operation schedule for each machine so as 
to minimize the total production time necessary to process all the 
items. 
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Theorem (4) :- An optimal schedule is obtained by sequencing the 
items i-1, i, i+1, such that: 
min |u.+t,+R,. , +V.+g.+R,. , , t.^  +R. +V. ^  +g. ^  +R. +W. ^  J 
oninfu. , +t. , +R. +V, , +g, , +R. , t.+R,. , +v.+g.+R,. , +W. 1 
Let us first prove the following Lemma. 
Leimna : - Let min u. + t. + R,. , \ ^ max v.+t.+R, 
Then the following holds: fcu + t + R, ,] > V, ,, 
^ t_ p p (p-i)J (p-i) 
(p=2,3,4,....,n) 
Proof: Let a statement p(q) for an arbitrary number q be 
p(q) : Cu ^  + t , + R > CV (q=l,2,3, ) 
^ ^ ^ ' q+l q+1 q q \^ i r r i 
Now for any arbitrary natural number q we have : 
CU = U 
1 1 
Cv^  = u + t + V ; CU = u + u 
1 1 1 1 ' 2 1 2 
o r c u + t + R = u u + t + R 
2 2 11 1 2 2 11 
Processing times on machines ( u and v ) and (v and w) must satisfy 
either one or both of the following constraint relationships : 
minfu-t-t.+R,. , 1 > max fv.+t.+R,. , 1 
or minfw.+g.+R 1 > max [v.+t.+R,. , 1 
2 
Now u + t + R > v + t ; 
2 2 11 1 1 ' 
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T h e r e f o r e Cu + t + R , > CV 
2 2 11 1 
Hence, p(q) is true for q = 1. 
Let statement p(q) be true for q=m, i.e., 
Cu , + t , + R > CV 
m+l m + 1 m m 
1 
mu CV ^ = maxf C U ^ + t ^ + R C v l + V , ^ 
T h e n , m + l _^ m+l m+l m , mj m + l 
+ 11 , + R + V , 1 
1+1 [_ m+1 m m+1J 
t , + R , ^ v = c u ^ + r u ^ + T ^ + R / ^ x l 
m + Z (m+l) m+l _^ IT\+2 m + 2 ("^"'"i) J 
= CU 
CU ^ + 
Tn+2 
Now U ^ +t^ + R , , , ^ t ^ + V ^ + R 
m+2 m + 2 (m+l)l m+l m+l m 
Hence CU ^ +t ^ +R, ^ , ^  CV ^ 
n)+2 m+2 (m+l)l m + l 
Therefore, p(q) is true for q=ni+l. Hence by induction hypothesis 
Statement p(q) is true for every value of q. 
Remark 1 : If minfv.+t.+R,. , I ^ max U.+t.+R,. , we can easily 
proof following the same procedure that: 
CV. > CU. , +t.^ +R. 
L 1.+1 L + 1 I. 
1 
Now we can proceed to the proof of our theorem : 
Let S and S' be the sequence of items given by: 
S'= |l' , I' , ...., I'. ,1' ,1', I' .... I' I 
(^  1 ' 2 ' ' t-l' v + i ' \ ' V+2 n J 
Let (X , X' ) and (CX , C'X ) denote the processing and completion 
times of pth item on machine x(=^u, V, W) in the schedule s and S' 
respectively. Let (t. , g. ) and (t.', g'.) denote the transportation 
times of pth item from machines u to V and V to W in the process of 
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sequences (S,S') respectively. Let (r^, r^) and (r'^, r'^) be the 
returning times of the transport agent from machines V to u and W to 
V in the schedule S and S' respectively. 
Then it is obvious that: 
CV = max fcu + t +R, v , , CV 1 +V P I P P (P-Ol' P-U P 
= Cu^ + t^ + R, ^ . + V„ 
P P (P-I)i P 
The completion time of pth item on machine W is given by: 
CW = max lev + g + R "1 ^^ ,7 
P I P ^P {9-^2' ^^p-ij "p 
max |Cu +t +R, ,+V +g +R, , CW 1+W (2.6.1) 
L P P (P-O P P (P-ij ' P-*J P 
Schedule S is preferable to S' , if: 
C W < C ' W ( 2 . 6 . 2 ) 
n n 
maxfcu + t +R, . + V + g + R, . , CW J+W 
t n n ( n - l ) n ^n ( n - l ) ' n - l j n 
<maxrC'u + t ' +R' , +V + g ' +R' , , _ , , , "l . , , , I n n ( n - l ) n ^ n (^ . - l ) ' C W +W ' 
^ ^ '1 ^ '2 n - l j n 
Now CU + t +R, ^ , +V + g +R, . ^ , „ ^. , , _,, . . , , , „ , 
n n ( r i - l ) n ^n ( n - l ) =C ' U + t ' +R' , . "*"V ' + g " 
^ ' 1 ^ '2 n n (^~*) n ^ n 
( n - l ) ^ . 
CW = C W 
n n 
Therefore, equation (2.6.2) is true, if: 
CW < C W (2.6.3) 
n-l n-l ^ ' 
Continuing in the same manner, one can get: 
CWp < C W p (P='-+i, i-+2, , ^ , 
and i. = i,2, , n-l) (2.6.4) 
Now we proceed to calculate the values of CW. ^  and CW. , : 
^ L + l l + l 
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CW. . = max 
L + l 
(CV. ^ + q. . + R. , Cw] + W. ^ 
fmaxfcu.^ +t._^ +R, ,CV.l +V.^ +g.^ +R. CW.l+W.^ 
I (^  L + l L + l L ' i j L + l ^ L + 1 L , L J L + l 
fcu. ^ +t . , +R. +V. , +g. ^ +R, , CW.l+W. ^ 
I L + l L + l L L + l ^L + 1 L ' L I L + l 
V 1 2 -^  
Cu. ^ + t . ^ +R. +V. ^  +g. ^ +R. , 
I L + l L + l L L + l ^L + 1 L ' 
L i z 
fcV+g.+R,. . , CW. l + w ] + W.,^ 
Or CW. ^ =inaxrcu. , +t. , +R. +g. . +R. +V. , , CV.+q.+R,. 
L + l I L + l L + l L ^ L + 1 L L + l ' L ^ L ( L - 1 ) 
+W. , CW, +W. 1 + W. , . 
L ' L - 1 LJ L + l 
Cu. ^  + t . , +R. +g._^ +R. +V. ^  , 
L + l L + l L ^ L + 1 L L + l ' 
•- 1 2 
| cu .+ t .+R, . , , CV. l+V.+g.+R,. , +W. , CW. +W. 1 
L L L ( L - 1 ) ^ ' L - I J L "^ L^ ( L - 1 ) ^ L ' L - 1 LJ 
= max 
= max 
= max 
max 
max 
max 
+W. . 
L + l 
= max 
= max 
Tcu. ^ + t . ^ +R. +g.^ +R. +V. ^  , 
I L + l L + l L ^ l + l L L + l ' 
^ 1 2 
Cu.+t.+R,. , +V.+g.+R,. , +W. , CW. +W.1 + W. ^ 
(cu, +U.+U. , + t . , +R. +g. , +R. +V. , +W. , , 
I L - 1 L L + l L + l L ^ L + 1 L L + l L + l ' 
^ 1 2 
:.. , +V.+g.+R,. , +W.+W.^  , 
( L - 1 ) ^L '^L ( L - 1 ) L ^ L + l ' 
CW. +W.+W.^ I ( 2 , 6 . 5 ) 
L - 1 L »^  + l J 
S i m i l a r l y , 
C'W.^ = m a x f c u . +u' +u' . + t ' ,+R' +q' +R' 
L + l _^ L—1 L L + l L + l L l ^ L + 1 L 
CU. +U.+t.+R 
L — 1 L L 
+ 
2 
v . , +w'., , 
L + l L + l ' 
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C u. +u' +t' +R'. , +V' +g' +R'. , +W' +W' , 
' ± ' z 
'Uj (2.6.6) C'W +W' +W  
L - 1 I 
Comparing the sequences S and S' it is very clear that: 
Cu. = C ' u . ; CW. ^ C'W. 
X. = X ' . ^ ; X.^ = X ' . ; (X=u, V o r W) 
\ ^ ^Vi ' t i ^ . i t ! , g j = g i ^ ^ , g ^ ^ ^ = g | ( 2 . 6 . 7 ) 
R,. . = R' ; R. = R' . . R 
( v — 1 ) V ' V. (v.—1 
= R : ; R. = R ; 
2 2 2 ( l - i ) ^ ; ( i - i ) ^ l ^ ' .^ ( * - - ! ) . 
max 
U s i n g ( 2 . 6 . 7 ) i n ( 2 . 6 . 4 ) g i v e s : 
| c u . + u. + u .^ + t . ^ + R. + g. ^ + R. + V. ^  + W. ^ , 
^ 1 2 
Cu. + u. + t . + R,. , + V. + q. + R,. , + W. + W. ' 
CW + W. + W. , I 
1.-1 V '- + *J 
< max (cu. + u. , + U 
^^  \ . - l V + l L 
+ t , + R, , + g • R, , ( V I W , ( - 0 , 
Cu. + u. ., 
•--1 1 + 1 
= t . , T + R . , + v . . + g . , + R . + W . - + W. 1 + 1 i l 1 + 1 ^ 1 + 1 i 2 1 + 1 1 
CW. + W. , + W. I 
u- l v+l \.J - > ( 2 . 6 . 8 ) 
S u b s t r a c t i n g (CW. +W.+W. , ) f r o m b o t h s i d e s o f t h e i n e q u a l i t y 
^ ^ t—1 t t + i ' ^ -^  
( 2 . 6 . 8 ) , a n d f u r t h e r S u b s t r a c t i n g 
+ R,. ^ , + R. 
( ' - - 1 ) J ^ 
Cu. + u. + u. , + t . + t . , 
^^  t—1 I. L + i I. L + i 
+ V. + V.^ + g. + g _L + R/ V + R + w. + w. 1 
2 2 
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from both nidon of tlio rninainiiiy inoquality ( 2 . (>. H ) , wi? havo 
max f-R - R/- ,N - t. - g. - V. - W. , 
-R. -R. - t. 
V V 1. 
1 2 
< max 
^ -g. _, - u.^ - V. ^  1 
f-R, - R. - t. ^  - g ^ - V. ^  - w. ^  , 
^ 1 2 
, - R,. , - t. - g. - u. - v.] 
Or 
mi 
)z" 
nfu. + t. + R,. , + V. + g + R,. 
. , + g. , + R. + W. ^  I 
2 -^  
in fu. , + t. , + R. + V. , + g. , + R- , 
'^  1 2 
t. +R,. , +V +g +.R , . +W J 
t. , + R. + V
1 
Remark 2:- If min (g+R,. v +W. ) ^ max(V.+g.+R ) is taken 
we can easily prove following the same procedure that: 
CW. > CV. , + g. , + R. 
L V+l ^L+1 Z 
In the following, an algorithm is described which will determine 
an optimal schedule for the problem, 
Our problem can be represented in tableau form as follows : 
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Item 
(i) 
1 
2 
Machine 
(a) 
u 
1 
u 
z 
u t. 
I. 
> 
t 
1 
t 
2 
r, 
I. 
1 
< — 
^11 
r 
21 
Machine 
(vi) 
V 
1 
V 
2 
V 91 
^1 
% 
r. 
I. 
2 
-> < 
r 
12 
r 
22 
Machine W 
w 
1 
W 
2 
n u t r V g r w 
n n nl n rt n2 n 
Where u., V. and W. are the processing times on machines u, V 
and W respectively, t. and g.are the transportation times of item i 
from machine u to V and V to W respectively. Whereas r^ ^^ nd r^ ^ 
are the returning times of the transport agent from machine V to 
machine u and machine W to machine V after delivering the ith item. 
All the information in the above table must satisfy at least one of 
the following structural relationship. 
min fu. + t. + R,. , I ^  max fv. + t. + R, . 1 
or 
minlw. + g. + R,. , 1 > max fv. + g. + R,. ,, I 
I <- V^ (V-I) J l^  t L^ (V-I) J^  
The result of theorem (1) gives the following procedure for an 
optimal sequence: 
Algorithm (2):-
step 1 : Reduce the given problem to two machines problem. Assume G 
and H be the fictitious machines with processing times 
G.and H,defined by : 
G. =ru -t- t.+ R,, . + V. + g. + R,. . 1 
L 
H. = t. + R,. , + V. + g. + R,. , + W 
V. V ('--1)^ v '^- (^-1)2 
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V 
step 2 : Applying Johnson's [1954] rule to the fictitious machine 
times G.and H.constructed in step 1, we obtain the optimal sequence. 
Example (4) : Let a machine tandem queueing problem be given in the 
following tableau form: 
Item 
(i) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Machine 
(u.) 
11 
6 
13 
14 
8 
u t. 
5 
7 
3 
6 
6 
r 
-><r 
i 
1 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
R. 
I. 
1 
2 
0 
0 
1 
— 
Machine 
(V.) 
7 
6 
7 
9 
8 
V g. r. 
><-
5 
6 
4 
6 
5 
R. 
2 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
2 
3 
3 
0 
2 
— 
Mach ine W 
(W.) 
10 
8 
12 
11 
12 
(Times in hours) 
Where r. = 3 & r, = 4 for all i and u. ,V. , W. , t. , g. , R. and R. 
1 2 1 2 
are as defined before. 
Solution : Let G and H be two fictitious machines. Then our reduced 
problems is : 
Item Machine G Machine H 
(i) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
(G,) 
28 
30 
30 
35 
30 
27 
32 
29 
32 
34 
where G. and H. as defined in Algorithm 1 (Step 1). 
NOW we apply Johnson's [1954] rule to the above reduced times. 
The optimal sequence obtained is: 2, 5, 4, 3, 1. The minimum total 
production time will be calculated as follows: 
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I t em 
( i ) i r 
2 0 
5 6 
4 14 
3 28 
1 41 
Mu 
i - o u t 
- 6 
-14 
-28 
- 4 1 
- 5 2 
t . 
7 
6 
6 
3 
5 
r. 
1 
-><— 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
MV 
i n - o u t 
13-19 
22-30 
34 -43 
4 4 - 5 1 
57-64 
9 i 
6 
5 
6 
4 
5 
r 
2 
X 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
MW 
i n - o u t 
25 -33 
35-47 
49-60 
60-72 
72 -82 
Y . 
1. 
=Cu. 
I 
1 
+t .+ r . 
16 
25 
37 
47 
Y . 
1 
=CV. 
1 
2 
+ q.+r . 
-
29 
39 
53 
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Y , & Y represent the time at which the transport agents return to 
machine u and V respectively. The total production time is 82 hours. 
For the case of Machine break-down times the algorith 2 
should be changed as follows: 
Algorithm (3): 
Step 1 : Find the optimal sequence of the items by applying 
Algorithm (2) . 
Steinte : Read the effect of break-down intervals of machines on all 
r 
the items. Also find a new problem with the following 
processing items: 
X' = X, , if (a,b) has no effect on item i. 
= X. + L, if (a,b) has an effect on item i; 
Where X = G = u. +t. +R,. , +V. +g-i-R,. 
t V ( t — 1 ) 1, ^t { V — 1 
(v-l) 
or iL = H = t.+R,. , + V. + g.+ R,. , + W. and L is the length 
y, ^ ^ 
of |±.he interval (a,b) 
Step (3) Find the optimal sequence for the new reduced problem in 
step (2) using Johnson's [1954]] rule. 
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Example (5) : We will solve the example 1 under the assumption 
that the break-down of machines occur in the interval (34-40) i.e. 
L = (40-34) = 6. 
Solution : By applying step (1) we will find the optimal sequence 
of the items which is the same as in example 1. As per step (2), 
the new processing times are given in the following tableau: 
Item Machine G' Machine H' 
1 28 27 
2 30 32 
3 36 29 
4 41 38 
5 30 40 
As per step (3), the optimal sequence for the original problem 
i^:(2, 5, 4, 3, 1) which is the same as when break-down intervals 
o£ the machines is not taken into consideration. 
2gg Scheduling n Items on m-Machines in Tandem Involving 
Transportation Times: 
The problem of scheduling of n items on m machines in tandem, 
jA the presence of transportation time betv;een successive machine ^as 
t^en considered by (Maggu et al.[1980,1982]).The other authors have 
Assumed the transportation times to be negligible. In many production 
Aand industrial processes the plants are located in different places, 
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and the items are transported from one machine to another for 
processing. In this section we consider the case of scheduling n 
items on m machines in the presence of a single transport agent 
working between each pair of successive machines. 
Consider n items (I^, I^, ..., I^) which are 
processed through m-machines M.(j=l,2, ,m) in this order with 
no passing allowed. Let X.. denote the processing time of item 
I.on machine M.. Let t.. ., be the transportation time of item 
I. from machine M.to the next machine M., . There is a single 
1. J j+i 
transport agent between each pair of subsequent machines, i.e., a 
single transport agent carries produced items from machine M^to M^ 
and returns back empty to machine M to take the next item and so on 
until all the items were taken to machine M . Similarly, there is 
another transport agent between machines M and M and so on upto 
(M and M ). Let r. be the returning time of the transport agent 
^ m-i m' tj ^ c -3 
from machine M., to M. after delivering the ith item at 
/^ j+i J ^ 
M.|j( j = l,2, . ..,m). 
Th^eorem (5):- The optimal schedule minimizing the total processing 
ti^e is given by the following rule: 
Item I. precedes item I. , , if 
min fc^ , H.^1 < minj^G^^^, HJ , i = l,2, ,n; 
W j i e r e G.=X. + t . + R . . > i + X . + t . , + R , . , + . . . + 
* 1. 1.1 Ll-»Z ( l . - l ) l 1.2 1.2-»3 ( L - 1 ) 2 
i . ( T n - l ) i . ( m - l ) - » m ( t - l ) ( m - 1 ) ; 
+ R +X + t .. +P +X . -,H 
^ - 1 ) 1 ' 1 2 i 2 - > 3 ( i - l ) 2 i 3 
H. = t . ^ . , . . „  . „ ^ , . , . „ o + . . 
+ t . , . + R , . , , +X. . 
L ( m —1 ) - •m ( t — 1 ) ( m — 1 ) LTTI 
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and R.. = - t. . ., +r..-X,.^ ,. , if it is positive 
0 otherwise 
Let the following structural relationship hold: 
mi 
i=l,2,...,n-1 
, j = l, 2, . . . ,in 
nIx. +t. ^ ^ , ^ max t. ^ ^. +X., ^-, |_ is IS—>s+lj L 1^—>s+l i(s+l)j 
(S=l,2,...,j-1). 
In order to prove the above theorem, we must first prove the 
following lemma: 
Lemma: The completion time of item I. on machine j is given by 
ex. .=X. +t, ,+R,. ,, +X.,+t., ,+R,. ,.,+ ...+t. ,. . . 
tj vl tl-»Z (1,-1)1 V2 v2-^3 (t-l)2 t(j-l)-»J 
+R,. ,. ,+X.., ( j = 2,3, . . . ,m-l) . 
(i-l(j-l) vj' ^J ' ' ' ' 
Proof: Let a statement P(i) be defined as: 
P(i):CX..=X. +t. +R,. ,+X. +t. +R,. , +...+X,.,. ,+t.,, . 
^ ' V.J vl l,l-»2 (t-l) ».2 L2-»3 ( L - 1 ) 2 ( L ( J - 1 ) V ( J - 1 ) - » J 
+ R,. , , . ,+X. . (v-l)(j-l) vj 
for any arbitrary natural number i. 
We have: CX. =X. 
ii 1.1 
It is obvious that: 
CX .=CX +t +R +X +t +R ^+...+X ,. ,+t^,. . .+R„,. .v+X . . 
IJ 11 11-»Z Ol 12 12->3 0 0 2 * ( j ~ * ) i ( j - l ) - * J 0 ( J ~ 1 ) IJ 
Hence statement P(i) is true for i=l, i.e. P(l) is true. 
Let statement P(i) be true for i=k., i.e., assume P(k) is true, 
we have: 
CX^.=CX^ +t, +R,, , +X^ +t, +...+X, . 
kj kl kl-»2 {k-l)l kz k2-»3 kj 
Let a new statement P'(q) be defined as: 
P'(q): CX,,^ , +t,,^ , _. +R, ^ CX, , ^ , 
^^' (k+l)q (k + l)q-»q+l kq k(q + l) 
(I) 
then 
(q=l,2,...,m-2; m is a natural number) 
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From (I), we obtain: 
CX^,=CX^ +t^ ,+R,u .x.+X,., (III) 
k2 ki kl-»2 (k—1)1 kz * ' 
From structural relationship it is clear that: 
X ( k . l ) l ^ ^ k 4 - l ) . 2 ^ \ l ^ ^ i . 2 ^ ^ k - i ) i ^ \ 2 — ( i ^ ) 
Now from (II), and (IV), we have: 
CX(k+i)i+Sk+i).z-^Rki ^ C\z 
Hence statement P'(q) is true for q=l, i.e., P'(l) is true. 
Let P'(q) be true for q=x. Then we have: 
^^ (k+i)x''^ (k+i)x-*x+i''^ <x - ^ ^k(x+i) ^^ ^ 
^^(k+l)(x+l) " '"^^l.^^(k+i)x'^^(k+i)x-»X+i'^^x' ^^k(x+i)J'^^(k+l) (x+i) 
^^ (k+i)x'^ (^k+i)x-x+i'^ x^'^ (^k+i) (x+1) rfrom(V)"] 
Therefore, from (I), we can get: 
^^k(x+i) " ^^1 \^i-»2 t ^ - i ) i kz^^ "^•V(t$i) 
^^k ( X+2 ) = ^ \ l ' ^ ^ k l - 2 ' ^ ^ ( k - l ) I '^^z'^ '"'^\( X+l ) 
+ +• +R +X 
k(x+l)-»(X+2) ' ^ ( k - l ) ( x + l ) k(X+Z) 
^\(x+l)"^^k(x+l)-»(X+2)'^^(X+l) '^^k(X+2) (VI) 
A l s o , C^^x + ^ )^:^ + ^ )+^^k + ^ ^(^y_+^)^(^^ + 2)-^\<^X + ^ ) = '^^^^^^px'^^(k+l)X-*(X + l ) 
'^^kx"^^(k+l) (x+l)"^^(k+l) ( X + l ) - ( X + Z ) " ^ \ ( X + l ) 
From the structural relationship it is clear that: 
^(k+l) (x+i)''"^(k+l) (x+i)-*(X+2)"'"^k(x+l) ~ ^k(x+i)-»(X+2)"'"^(k-l) (x+l) 
k(x+z) (VIII) 
From (V), (VI), (VII) and (VIII), we have; 
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(k+l)(x+l) (k+i) (X+i)-»(X+2) ^k(x+l) k(x+2) 
Hence statement P'(q) is true for q=x+i. By induction hypothesis 
P'(q) is true. And CX,,^ , +t,,^ . , +R^ -CX, , ._, . ,,vx 
^^' (k+l)q (k+l)q-»q+l Jcq k(q + l) (IX) 
( q = l ,2 , . . . , in-2 ) 
L e t a new s t a t e m e n t P " ( l ) be d e f i n e d a s : 
^ " < ^ ) = * ^ ^ ( k + l ) ( b + l ) " ' ^ ^ ( k + l ) l " ^ ^ ( k + l ) - 2 " ^ ^ l ^ ^ ( k + l ) 2 " ^ ' - * " ^ ^ ( k + l ) ( l + l ) 
( 1 = 1 , 2 , . . . , m - 2 ) 
CX,,^ , = max ( e x . , ^ s + t , , ^ , +R, , CX, 1 +X,, ^ , 
( k + l ) 2 ^^  (l«+*^)*^ ( k + l ) l - » 2 Tcl' k 2 j ( k + l ) 2 
" ^^(k+i)i"^^(k+i)->2"^\i"^^(k+i)2 ffrom (IX) I . 
Therefore, statement P"(l) is true for 1=1. 
Let statement P"(l) be true for any arbitrary number x. Then we 
have: 
^^(k+i) (x+i)"^^(k+i)i"^^(k+i)i-2'^\i'^^(k+i)2^^(k+i)2-3'^^k2"^- • •"*" 
^(k+l)(x+l) ^^^ 
" ° ^ ^^(k+l)(X+2)='"^^[cX(k + i)(k + l)^Sk+l)(X + i)—>(X + 2)^^(X + l)' 
^^lc(x.2)]^^k+.)(x.2) (from(IX)) 
°^' ^^(k+l) (X+2)"*^^(k+l)l'^^(k+l)l—>2'^^l'^^(k + l)2"^ - • '^^(k+l) (X + 1) 
+t(,^,)(^^,)_>(^^,j+R,(3,^,)+X(^^^j(^^^j (from(X)) 
Also statement P"(l) is true for 1 = x+i. By induction hypothesis 
statement p"(l) is ture for all values of 1. Hence 
^^(k+l) (l+l)^^^(k+l)l'^^(k+l)l >2"*'\l"^ (^k+l)2"^ - • '"^ (^k + l) (1+1) 
Put 1 = j-1. then we have: 
(k+l)j (k+l)l (k+l)l >Z kl (k + l)Z (k + l)j. 
Hence statement P(i) is true for i=k+i. Now we have P(l), PC^) and 
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P(k+i) are true. 
By induction hypothesis P(i) is true for all values of i. 
Therefore, we have: 
ex. .=CX. +t. ^ +R,. V +X.,+t., ^ +R,. , + . . . + X . , , o T iv 
t j Vl Vl > 2 ( 1 . - 1 ) 1 V2 vZ > 3 ( 1 . - 1 ) 2 IJ ( 2 . 7 . 1 ) 
Therefore, the lenuna is proved. 
Now we can proceed to the proof of our theorem. 
Proof_of_the_theorem: Let S and S' be the sequences of items given 
by: 
^^  l' 2' ' V—l' t' v+l' V.+Z' ' nj 
• = I T » TI T» T' TI TI T ' I 
^^l' 2' ' L - I ' L + I ' t' 1+2' ' n J 
Let Ix ,X'I and Icx ,C'X I denote the processing and completion 
times of p item on machine X= M ,M ,...,M in the schedule S 
and S' respectively. Let t , , ^ and t' , , (m=z,9,..)be the 
^ ^ p(m-i) >m p(m-i)->m^ ' ' ' 
transportation times of p item from machines M to M ,M^ to M^,..., 
W/^_i\ ^° M in the process of sequences (S,S') respectively. Let 
r ,r,,...,r ^ and r',r', ...,r' be the returning times of the 
transport agent from machines M to M _ (m=2,3,...) in the schedule 
S and S' respectively. 
The completion time of p item on machine m is given by: 
CX =maxrcx , v+t , , . +R, . , ,,CX, , l+X pm t. p(m-i) p(m-i) >m (p-i)(m-i)' (p-i)mj pm 
=maxrcx +t ^+R, , +X +t ^ +R, V +... l P*^  P^  >2 (p-i)i pz pz >3 {p-i)z 
...+X , .+t , , ^ +R, w . , CX, X 1+X 
p(m-i) p(ra-i) >m (p-i)(m-i)' (p-i)mj pm 
or CX^„=max fcx, ^  .+X +t^^ ^ +R, , +X +. . .+X , ,+ 
pm t (p-i) pi pi >2 (p-i)i pz p(ni-i) 
+t +R py I +y 
p(m-i) >m (p-i)(ni-i)' (p-i)mj pm' s- (2.7.2) 
Now it is clear that: 
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^p ^pi'^S^ >z'^ (^p-i)i'^ - • ••^ p^(in-i)"^ p^(m-i) >in"^ (^p-i) (m-i) 
(p=l,2,... ,n) 
Hence CX =max|cx. ^ +G , CX, , l+X >. / o -, o. 
pm i. (p-i)i p (p-^ )nij pm >(2.7.3) 
Schedule S is preferable to S', if: 
CX < C'X >(2.7.4) 
nm run 
From (2.7.3), we have: 
maxfcx, , +G , CX, . 1+X „ <maxrC'X. .^  +G',C'X. ,v„l+X'^ l_ (n-i)i n' (n-i)inj nm .^ (n-i)i n' (n-i)mj nm. 
It is obvious that: CX, , +G =C'X, ,,, +G' and X„^=X'^. 
(n-i)i n (n-l)l n nm nm 
Therefore, equation (2.3.4) is true if: 
^•^(n-i)m ^(n-i)m >(2.7.5) 
Continuing in this way, one can get: 
CX,.^, <C'X,.^, >(2.7.6) 
(i+i)m (i+i)m 
From ( 2 . 7 . 3 ) , we h a v e f o r p = i + i : 
^^( i .+ i )=max(CX. +G. . , e x . l + X . . . . ^ , „ „ -,. 
^ ' ^ i i u+i ' \.mj (v+i)m > ( 2 . 7 . 7 ) 
P u t t i n g p = i i n ( 2 . 7 . 3 ) , we h a v e : 
CX„. = m a x f c x , . , , +G. , CX,. ,> 1+X.„ im I. ('•~i-)i *- ( ' • - i )mj tm 
= m a x f c x , . .+G.+X.„ , CX,. , , + G . + X . 1 ( 2 . 7 . 8 ) 
^^  (<--!) V tm ( v - i ) i t vmj 
U s i n g e q u a t i o n s ( 2 . 7 . 7 ) a n d ( 2 . 7 . 8 ) , we g e t : 
CX, .^ , = m a x r c x . +G._^ , CX,. . +G.+X.„ , CX,. ,v„+X. 1 (v+i)in V. t i v+ i ' ( v - i ) i L vm (v- i )n i vmj 
( L + i ) m . 
= m a x r c x . +G.^ + X , . ^ , , CX,. , +G.+X. + X , . ^ , , CX,. ^. (^  Li L+i (i.+i)m (i-"*^)* >- i-ni ( ' -+i)m' ( v - i ) m 
+X. + X , , ^ , 1 im (v+i)mj 
= m a x r c x , . . +X. +G.^ + X , . ^ , , CX,. , , +G.+X. + X , . ^ . , 
^^  (\.-i.)± 1.1 t+ i (v+i)m ( L - I ) I V Lin (v+ i )m ' 
py +x +y 
^ ^ ( i - i ) i-m ( i+ i )m" > ( 2 . 7 . 9 ) 
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Similarly, 
(t+i)ni 
Where CX^,_^^^ = C'X^^_^^^ 
CX,. , +X. +X,.^ , =C'X,. s+X,., .„+X. (t-i)i im (i.+i)m ('•-i)! {i-+i)in vm 
(2.7.11) 
Putting (2.7.10) in (2.7.6) we get: 
"'^^[cX(._,),+X^,+G,+^+X^^^^j^, CX(.-i)i^Gv^^.m^^(i+t)m' 
ex.. , +x. +x,.^ , 1 
(v-i)i vm (v+i)in 
<max\cx,. . V +X,.^ , +G.+X. , CX,. . v ,+G. ^  +X,. , ^  . +X.^ 
^ (t-i)i (i,+i)i \. ^m (t-i)i v+i (L+i)m i-m 
(2.7.12) 
CX +X +X 
(1-1)1 im (i.+i)m i^  ^ 
Subtracting the third term and CX,. , from each side of the 
^ (t-i)i 
inequality (2.7.12), we get: 
m a x f x . + G . ^ + X , . ^ , , G.+X. + X , . ^ , 1 < m a x f x , . ^ . +G.+X „ , (^  t i i + i ( t + i ) m ' V tm ( i + i ) m J I. (>-+*)* <• "-ni 
G. _, + X , . ^ , +X. I L+i ( i .+ i ) in tm J 
o r 
m a x f x . + X , . ^ , + t , . . , 
->2 " ^ ^ i ' ^ ^ ( v + i ) 2 ' ^ ' - - ^ ^ ( i + i ) ( n i - i ) 
^ ( i + i ) ( m - i ) -^Hu"*" ^ ( m - 1 ) f i + i ) i n ' ^ i l ^ ^ i l - > 2 +-^l i - 1 ) 1 + ^ 1 2 
<-2 >3 ( ' - -1 )2 i . ( m - i ) t ( m - i ) >m ( T . - i ) ( m - i ) tm 
+X ( i .+i) in 
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< maxfx,.^^, +X. +t. ^ +R/ , +X.,+ . . .+X. , v+t., 
(_ (i-+i)i vi Li >2 (i--i)i tz t(in-i) <-(in-i) >ni 
+R,. ,, ,+X. , X,._, , +t,.^ , ^ +R. +X,.^ , +...+ 
(t-i)(m-i) tin' ('•+1)1 ('•+1)1 >2 '•1 ('•+1)2 
X,.^ ,, x+t,.^ ,, , ^ +R. , v+X,.^ , +X. 1 (2.7.13) (v+i)(ni-i) (i+i)(in-i) >in v(in-i) (v+i)in i-m J ^ ' 
m 
Subtract I] |x. .+X,., ,1 from both sides of the inequality jj^ I "-J ('•+OJJ ^ ^ 
(2.7.13), we get: 
maxl-t. ^ -R, . , -X. -t. ^ -R/. V -..--X, , 
(^  ll >2 (l-l)l t2 L2 >3 (v-l)2 vm 
~^ (i+i)i~^ (i.+i)i >2~^u~* • '"^(t-n) (m-i) >in~^ t(in-i) j 
< max \-t ^. ^ ^ J^  >2"^ii"^ (i+i)2"^ (i+i) 2 >3"^i2" • • • "^ (i+i) m' 
~^ ii"^ i.i >2~^(i-i) i~ • • • "^i (m-i) >m~^ (v-i) (m-i) ] 
i.e. max[-H., -G.^J < max[-H.^^, -G.j 
or min[G., H.^J < min [G.^^, H.j 
0£timal_Scheduling:- In the following, we give the procedure for 
solving the stated problem. 
Assume that there are two fictitious machines (G and H) with 
processing times (G. and H. ) defined by: 
G.=X. +t. +R,. , +X. +t. ^ +R,. , +...+X. , 
t vi VI >2 ("--1)1 vz '•2 >3 ('•"1)2 v(m-i) 
"'"^ i(m-i) >m"^^(i-i) (m-i) ' 
Ht=t^ _ ^ (^^ -^1)1 12^ t2"^ >^3—(i-'^ i^ z \-(m-'i5 >m — 
+ R,. ,, ,+X. (v-i) (m-i) vm 
Applying Johnson's[1954] rule to the fictitious machine times 
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(G. and H.) constructed above, we obtain the optimal sequence. 
Example (6):- Let a machine tandem queueing problem be given in the 
following tableau form: 
Item 
1 
2 
3 
4 
M, t. r.^  R.^  M, t 
1 ti 11 Ll 2 1 
— — > < — — . 
19 6 4 
18 5 4 
12 4 4 
21 7 4 
(Time in 
Apply step 
Item 
1 
2 
3 
4 
0 9 
0 7 
0 6 
5 
hours) 
r. 
U2 12 
> 5 
6 
4 
3 
^i* 
< 
3 
3 
3 
3 
R 
<— 
3 
3 
3 
3 
12 "a 
1 
3 
2 
-
«i4 
0 
3 
5 
-
t \ 3 
8 
10 
"= 
11 
9 
8 
9 
9 
4 
1, the new reduced problem 
Machine 
(G,) 
74 
82 
76 
72 
G Machine 
(H,) 
81 
84 
80 
64 
1 H 
^13 
> 
3 
5 
6 
4 
tt= 
6 
7 
5 
4 
is: 
1.3 4 
< 
3 
3 
3 
3 
^i= 
4 
4 
4 
4 
t. 
1.4 
0 
0 
5 
-
^ = 
1 
3 
0 
-
3 4 
7 6 
6 7 
5 3 
M. 
26 
20 
16 
13 
As per step 2, the optimal sequence of the problem is: 1,3,2.4. 
The minimum total processing time to compelete all the items will be 
calculated as follows: 
Item M^  M^ M3 M^ M, M^ h h h h h 
^ ' in-out in-out in-out in-out in-out in-out 
1 0-19 25-34 39-47 50-53 57-68 74-100 - - - - -
3 19-31 35-41 45-64 70-76 83-91 96-112 29 42 53 70 78 
2 31-49 54-61 67-77 82-89 95-104 111-131 39 48 73 86 100 
4 49-70 77-82 85-89 93-98 101-110 131-144 58 70 85 98 115 
The total production time is 144 hours. 
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CHAPTER 3 
FLOW SHOP SCHEDULING WITH TRANSPORTATION TIME AND ITEM-BLOCK 
3.1 Introduction: This chapter considers a more practical & 
realistic scheduling situation in which certain orderings of items 
are prescribed either by technological constraints or by externally 
imposed policy. These items have to be processed in a particular 
group called a "block", & in this block an item may be assigned 
priority over another item of the block. This blocking may cause 
an increase in the total production time and, consequently, increase 
the production cost of the items. The concept of equivalent job for 
a job block has been introduced by Maggu[1977]. This idea is very 
useful to the industry for manufacturing items in groups. 
Again we consider a tandem queueing system with 
transportation time between the two machines. The restriction of 
item-block is also introduced. We also consider the problem 
involving weighted items and break-down intervals of machines. A 
heuristic procedure is presented for obtaining an optimal solution 
to the problem. 
3.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM:-In items (I ^, I^, . . . , l^) are processed 
through two machines (A and B) in the order AB with a single 
transport agent who takes a single item form A to B and then returns 
back empty to A to take the next item to B and so on until all 
items were taken to B. I-: denote this problem by P^ Let t^ be the 
1 1 
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transportation time of item i to machine B; A. , B., the processing 
times on machine A and B respectively, and r. , the returning 
time from machine B to A after delivering item i. 
Consider the sequence S={e^,e^,....,B., e.^-,....,e ) where 
the items e. and e.., must occur in this sequence as a block. We 
define a new item (oc) called equivalent item for the block 
(e.,e.,,) with processing times A and B on the two machines A and 
B respectively. 
Le t u s d e f i n e R = < 
e . 
D 
t + r - A i f t + r > A 
e . e . e . , , e . e . e . , , 
1 D D+1 D D 1+1 
i ^ ^e . ^ ^e . < A 
This is the time lag between the completion time of jth item on 
machine A and the returning time of transport agent after 
delivering item j-1 at machine B. 
It can be observed that : 
^ o c = R + t + A ) + ( R + t + A ) - m i n ( R + t +A , e . e . e . e . e . , e . , ^ e . e . , e . , j - i J J J ] + i j + i J j + i j + i 
R + t + B ) 
e . , e . e . ' 
D-1 : D 
V (^e •" t + B ) + (R + t + B ) -min (R + t 
+A , R + t + B ) 
e . , e . , e . e . ' 
3+1 D-1 3 1 
( 3 . 1 ) 
3.3 Development of the Solution Procedure: 
For the sequence S, we have (see Maggu, Das & Kumar [1981]):-
CB = max 
"j + 2 
CA + t + R , CB 
e . e . e . e . ]+2 j+2 j+1 j+1 J 
+ B 
"j + 2 
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=inax CA + t + R , CA + t + R +B , 
L ^j+2 ^j+2 ^j+1 ^j+1 ^j+1 ^j ^j+1 
CA + t + R + B +B , CB +B +B +B 
^j+^ 
=max CA + t +R , CA +A +t +R +B 
L ^j+2 ^j+2 ^j+1 ^j • ^j+l ^j+1 ^j ^j+1' 
CA +t +R +B +B , CB +B +B 
e. e. e . , e. e..,' e . - e. e.^-D D D-1 D D + 1 J-1 D D + 1, 
+B 
"j-2 
The two middle terms combined may be written as follows:-
max CA +A +t +R +B , CA +t +R +B +B 
e. e.,, e.,, e. e..,' e. e. e . ^ e. e.,-
L 3 D+1 D + 1 3 3+1 3 3 3-I 3 3 + I, 
= CA + max 
e . 
3 
A +t +R , t +R +B 
e .,, e .,, e .' e . e . , e . 
. 3+1 3+1 3 3 3-1 3 
+B 
" j * i 
The completion of j+2 items on second machine may thus be written 
as:-
CB = max 
^3 + 2 
CA. 
+t 
+t + R , +max [A +t + t B 
'j+2 ®j+2 ®3+l ^ ®j+l ^j+1 3 3 
+R 1 +B , CB +B 1 +B /o TV !. e.,J e..-' e . , e. e..„ (3.2) 3 3-I-' 3 + 1 3-1 3j 3 + 2 ^ 
For the sequence S' we have:-
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C B^ = max CA + t + R oc ex e , CB + B. oc 
.-. C B = max 
j-1 ^D-IJ 
C A +t' +R' , C'B 
®j+2 ®j+2 ^3+1 oc 
+B 
"j-2 
= max C A +t' +R' , C A _ +t +R +B , e.„ e . ^ e . , oc oc e . , ex' 
C B +B -fB' (3.3) 
CB = C B as we have taken oc as a single item. 
j+2 ^j+2 
Now CA +max (A +t +R , B +t +R 1 + B 
= C A + t +R +B , 
oc oc e • 1 °^  
CA + max FA +t^ +R , B^ +t^ +R„ ) +B 
= C A +t + R +B +B 
oc ex p . e . e . 
^j-1 ^j j+1 
Since CB = C'B 
e . , e . , D-1 ]-l 
and 
CA = C A 
We get from equations (3.2) and (3.3) 
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A 
e . 
+ max FA +t +R , B„ t^ +R^ 1 + B^ 
= A + t +B +B . Substrct B from both sides and 
oc oc e. e-.i 6-.i J j+1 D+1 
set toe = 0. 
Then we obtain :-
A = A +max 
» e. 
TA +t +R , B +t +R I - B (3.4) 
It is clear from equation (3.4) that the completion time of item j+2 
on machine A for S differs by an amunt equal to min A +t 
'^  ®j + l ^j + 1 
+R , B +t +R I from the sets*. 
The following theorem gives a method to obtain an optimal 
sequence. 
THEOREM : An optimal schedule for P^  is obtained by considering the 
item oc as an equivalent item for the item block (e., -^j + i) with 
processing time (A. + t . + R . ,, B. + t . + R . ,, A.,. +t.^.+R., 
^ ^ ^ 1 1 1-1' 1 1 1-1' 1+1 1+1 1 
B- j^-, + t. ^  , +R. ) . 1+1 1+1 l' 
Proof : Consider the sequences S and S where :-
^ ~ (®-i/ ®2'''*'®-i' "^i + 1' •••' ®n 
S — (6-, e^t • ' • r 6.-, OC ,e._|__,..., 6_) 
Let CX and C X denote the completion time of itme p on machine 
X = (A or B) for the sequence S and S' respectively. 
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For the sequence S' we have 
CB = CA + max (A + t + R , B + t „ ) +B^ 
"j ^j-1 ^j ^j ^j-1 "j-1 "j-1 "j 
^«e.,, = ^^e. , ^ "•^ ^ (^. -^  ^ e. -^  ^ e. , ^«e .' ^ e . , ^%, , 
3+1 :-l J 3 3-1 D 3-1 3-1 
B , A + t + R + A ) + B 
e . ' e . e . . - e . e . ^ , ' e . ^ , 3 3 3+1 3 3+1 3+1 
CB = CA. - + max(A +t +R + B +B , A + A^ 
i+2 3-1 «j ^3 ^3-1 "j "j^l "j "D-1 
+t +R +B , t + B +B + B , A + A 
^j.l «3 ^J.l' «j-l ^j-1 ^j -j+l' -j ^J+1 
+A +t +R ) +B 
''3 + 2 ''j+2 ""j + l ''j + 2 
Since 
max (A +t +R +B +B , A + A +t +R +B ) 
" 3 " j " 3 - 1 " 3 " 3 ^ 1 ^3 ^ 3 ^ 1 " j M " 3 "3+1 
we have 
CBe = CAg +max (A^ +max (t^ +R + B^ , *' ; - ^ 1 ^0>3 
3+2 j-1 3 J J-1 J «~ y''^/ 
^^-^  ^ fusHM ttw^^-
A^ + t^ + R^ ) +B , t +B +B +B 
^J+1 ^J+1 ^j ^j+1 ^j-1 ^j-1 ^j "j+1 "j 
+A + A + t +R ) +B 
J+1 ^j+2 ^j+2 ®j+l ®j+2 
Now, max(CA +A +t + R + B , CA +B +t +R 
^-i ®-;j.i 6-;_i_i e. e., ' e. e. e. e. , 3 D+1 3+1 3 D+1 D D ] ]-l 
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+B ) = CA +max(A +t„ +R„ , B^ + t^ + R^ )+B 
Therefore, CB = max [ CA^ +t^ +R^ , CA + max (A 
^j+2 ^j ^j+2 ^j+1 ^j ^j*l 
+t +R , B +t + R )+ B , CB +B +B ]+B^ ,^ P, 
^j.l - j ' -j ^j -j-1 ^j.l' -3-1 "j "3-1 "]-2 (^ -^ ^ 
Similarly, for S'={e'^,e'^, '^ '-i-l' "*'-'i + 2'* * ' ' ^ n^ ^^ define A^ 
B as in (3.1). Then 
C B = max ( C A + t ' , + R C B )+B 
ex o c o c ' e e . , o c 
j - i 1 - 1 
a n d 
C B = m a x ( C A + t ' +R' , C B )+B ' 
^ j + 2 ^ j + 2 - j + 2 - j + 1 "^  ^ j + 2 
=max ( C ' A ^ ^ ^ + t ; ^ ^ + % . _ ^ ^ ' C ' A « + t ; + B ^ + R^,_^ C B ^ _ ^ + B^) 
+B' ( 3 . 6 ) 
^J + 2 
Assume D=min A + t +R , B + t +R , t h e n we h a v e : 
" j - 1 " j - 1 " j " j " j " i - 1 
^or[K ^^e / ^ e . J ^ ( ^ e . , / ^ e . ^ t ^ e . ] -^ ' • 
L ] ] ] - l 3+1 3+1 y 
B = (B + t + R ) + (B + t +R ) - D; 
a ^ e . e . e . ' ^ e . ^ i e . ^ - e . ' 
1 D D-1 D+1 1+1 1 
w i t h t = R = 0 a n d D = m i n (A + t +R , B + t +R ) . 
oc e . ^ e . , , e . , , e . ' e . e . e . ' 
] - i ] + l 1 + 1 1 1 1 1-1 
A l s o C A = CA ; C B = CB 
1-1 1-1 1-1 1-1 
Therefore, C A = C A +A'+A' = CA +(A +t +R ) 
e.,_ e . , e.,„ e . . ^ e . e. e , , ' 1+2 ]-l j+2 ]-l : ] 3-1 
+(A +t +R )- D + A 
s . e . s . e . 
-3+1 -3+1 J 1+2 
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and 
= CA +A +A +A + (t +t +R 
e. 1 e. e..- e . „ ^ e. e . , - e. ^  3-1 3 3+1 3+2 3 3+1 3-I 
+R - D ) 
e . ' 
D 
= C A + ( t + t +R +R - D ) (3.7) 
3+2 3 3+1 3-1 3 
Hence, C'A +t +R = CA + (t +t +R +R -D) 
^j + 2 ^j + 2 ®j + l ^j + 2 ^j ^3 + 1 ""j-l ""j 
+t +R = CA + t +R + (t +t 
®j+2 ^3+1 ^3+2 ^3+2 ®j+l ^3 ^3+1 
Now 
+ R +R - D ) 
e . , e . ' 
3-1 3 
A ' + t +R„+ B^ =C' A +A + t +R +B = CA + 
o c o c e . OK e . o c o c e . ex e -3-1 3-1 3-1 3-1 
A +t +R 
e, e. e. 
t. J J J 
A +t + R - D + 0 + 0 +(B +t +R 
e., e.j e.' ^ e e e. 
j+i j+i J J J j-i 
^j+1 ^3+1 ^j 
= CA + A + (A +t +R ) - D + (B +t 
e. - e. ^e.^- e..- e. ^ e . e. 
3-1 3 3+1 3+1 3 3 3 
+R ) +B +(t +t +R +R -D) 
e.,' e.,, '^e. e.,, e . , e. 3-1 3+1 3 3+1 3-1 3 
Or (A^ +t^ +R ) -D +(B +t +R ) = (A +t 
3+1 3+1 3 3 3 3-1 3+1 3+1 
+R^ ) - min (A +t +R , B +t +R )+(B + t +R ) 
e.' ^ e.:.! e. . e. e. e. e. ' ^ e. e. e. 3 3+1 3+1 3 3 3 3-1 3 3 3 
max (A +t +R , B +t +R ) 
^ e . , , e.,- e. e. e. e . , ' 3+1 3+1 3 3 3 3-1 
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Therefore, C A + t + R^+ B^= CA +A +max (A +t +R , 
a a e^,^ a e^,^ e^ e^^^ e^^^ e^ 
B +t +R ) +B + (t^ +t„ +R^ +R„ -D) 
C'B +B = C'B +(B +t +R^ ) + (B^ +t^ +R„ )-D 
= CB +B +B +(t +t +R +R -D) (3.8) 
e.^ e. e . , , ^ e . e.., e . , e. 3-1 ] ]+l J D+1 D-1 3 
Substituting equation (3.8) in (3.6), one gets: 
C'B = max [ CA +t +R + (t +t +R +R -D), 
®j+2 ^j+2 ®j+2 ®j+l ^j ®j+l ^j-1 ^j 
CA +A +max (A +t +R„ , B +t +R„ ) 
e . , e. ^e..^ e.,, e. e. e. e . ^ ' 
+B +(t +t +R +R -D), 
e.,, ^ e . e.,, e . , e. '' 3+1 3 3+1 3-1 3 
CB +B +B + (t +t +R +R -D] +B 
e.^ e. e.,, ^ e . e..^ e . , e. ^ e..„ 3-1 3 3+1 3 3+1 3-1 3 3+2 
= max [CA +t +R +(t +t +R +R -D), 
p. e. p. G. p. e. G. ®j+2 ^j+2 ^j+1 ^j ^j+1 ^3-1 ^j 
CA +max (A +t +R , B +t +R )+B 
e. ^ e . . , e.., e. e. e. e.,' e-,, 
+ (t +t +R +R - D ) , CB +B +B + (t +t 
^j "j+1 "j-1 ^3 ^3-1 "j "j-1 "j "j-1 
j-1 j j+2 3 j+1 3-1 3 
From equations (3.5) and (3.9), we have : 
C'B = CB +(t +t +R +R ) (3.10) S-;_i_-. e.,„ ^ e. e.,, e. , e.' ^ ' 3+2 3+2 3 3+1 3-1 3 
Let the last term on the R.H.S. = E. 
Then, from equations (3.7) and (3.10), we get: 
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C'B =CB +E and C'A^ = CA +E. 
®j+2 ®j + 2 ®j + 2 ®j + 2 (3.11) 
We see from equation (3.11) that when we replace the item block 
le.,e. -I of the sequence S by the item cc to form the sequence 
S',the completion time of the second item (^ -i+o) increases by a 
constant E in S'as compared to that of the item (e-:,,.^ ) in S. If 
we let C and C denote the completion times for the sequences S 
and S' respectively, then we have C'=C+E. Therefore, we can say 
that the item « in S'is an equivalent item for the block (e., ®-; + i) 
in S. 
Algorithm (1) :-
Step 1 : Find new processing times for the equivalent item oc 
e., e l . Also find the transportation and returning 
times for each equivalent item. 
Step 2 : Consider a new problem with processing times for the 
equivalent-items, the processing times for the remaining 
items is as before. 
Step 3 : Define two fictitious machines G and H with processing 
times G.and H. where :-
1 X 
G. = A. + t. + R. 
t 1. I V — 1 
and H. = B. + t. + R. 
L V t V — 1 
Step 4 : Apply Johnson's (1954) method to find the optimal sequence 
of the reduced problem in step (3). 
Step 5 : Find the optimal sequence for oc alone ignoring the other 
items. 
Step 6 : Replace each equivalent-item by their ordered item-block. 
Now this sequence qives optimal sequence for the original problem. 
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Example (1): Let a machine tandem queueing problem be given in the 
following tableau form. 
I t e m 
( i ) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Machine 
(A.) 
I. 
5 
7 
4 
7 
8 
6 
A t . 
> 
3 
4 
3 
5 
6 
3 
r . 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
R. 
- 1 
-
0 
3 
0 
0 
3 
Machi ne B 
(B.) 
7 
4 
8 
3 
9 
5 
Find the optimal sequence for the above problem where oc = (2, 4, 6). 
"Time in hours". 
Solution : 
Let T) = (2, 4); ex = (77, 6) 
We have : A = r A + t + R I + IA + t + R | 
V I e. e. e l t e .^  e , ^  e J 
-min JA +t + R„ / B„ +t + R„ | L e., e., e. e. e. e J 
= (7+4+0) + (7+5+0) -min(7+5+0, 4+4+0) = 11+12-8=15 
B = FB +t +R 1 + [B +t +R 1 V I e . e . e _ J I. e . . ^ e . . , e. J 
^ J J j - i "^ ^ j + i j + i J 
-Min [A + t +R , B + t +R | 
l e . j ^ e . , e . ' e . e e l 
^ j + i j + i J J J j - i -^  
= (4+4+0) + (3+5+0) - m i n ( 7 + 5 + 0 , 4 + 4 + 0 ) = 8 . 
A l s o t = R = 0 . 
••• ^cc = K + S ^%] + [A6+t6+R6]- in in[B^ + t ^ +R^, ^S^^S^^'e) 
= (15+0+0) + (6+3+3) - m i n ( 8 + 0 + 0 , 6+3+3) = 19 . 
o^c = K ""S •"%] ^ be ^^ 6 ^^ej-^^i^K ' S ^%' ''6"t6-^ ^6] 
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= (8+0+0) + (5+3+3) -min (8+0+0, 6+3+3) = 11. 
Where t_ = R = 0 oc e. 
j-i 
Replace the item-block (2,4, 6) by the equivalent item oc, 
then the reduced problem is : 
I t em 
( i ) 
1 
oc 
3 
5 
M a c h i n e 
(A.) 
5 
19 
4 
8 
A t. 
> 
3 
0 
3 
6 
r. 
< — 
3 
0 
3 
3 
R. 
- 1 
0 
0 
3 
0 
M ac : h ine B 
7 
11 
8 
9 
Let G and H be two fictitious machines, then we find the new reduced 
problem as: 
I t e m 
( i ) 
1 
oc 
3 
5 
M a c h i n e G 
G . = A . + t . + R . . I l l 1 - 1 
8 
19 
10 
14 
H . = 
1 
M a c h i n e H 
B. + t . + R. , 
1 1 1 - 1 
10 
11 
14 
15 
Using Johnson's method, the optimal sequence of the above 
problem is : (1, 3, 5,ex).The optimal sequence for « is obtained as: 
6, 2, 4. 
Therefore, The Optimal sequence for the original problem is : 
1, 3, 5, 6, 2, 4. 
The total production time for the above optimal sequence is obtained 
in the following tableau : 
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Item 
(i) 
1 
3 
5 
6 
2 
4 
Machine A 
in - out 
0 - 5 
5 
9 
17 
23 
30 
-
-
-
-
9 
17 
23 
30 
37 
> 
3 
3 
6 
3 
4 
5 
'^i 
< 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Machine B 
in - out 
8 - 1 5 
15 
23 
32 
37 
44 
-
-
-
-
23 
32 
37 
41 
47 
Y= =C .A+t 
1 
-
11 
17 
26 
32 
39 
.+r. 
1 1 
Idle 
A 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
10 
time 
B 
8 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
10 11 
Y is the returning time of the transport agent from B to A. Idle 
time for machine A is 10 hours, for machine B itis 11 hours, and for 
the transport agent it is 5 hours. 
In the following section we will discuss the various steps 
needed to solve a two machines problem with a single transport agent 
involving item-block, weighted items and break-down times of 
machines. 
3.4 CASE OF WEIGHTED ITEMS AND BREAK-DOWN INTERVALS OF MACHINES: 
Suppose there are n items (I , I ,....,1 ,simultaneously 
available, each of which has to be processed in the same order by 
two given machines (A and B). A machine may not process more than 
one item at a time nor may an item be processed by more than one 
machine simultaneously. r. is the returning time of the transport 
agent from machine B to machine A after delivering item i, and w.is 
the weight of the ith item. Let oc be the equivalent item for the 
block (e.,e.. ) with processing times (A , B ) as defined in 
^ J j+i ^ ^ ^ ex' oc ' 
(5.3.1). Let the length of the break-down interval be given by L = 
b-a. A heuristic solution can be obtained by applying the 
following algorithm. 
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Algorithm (2) :-
Step 1 : Use equation (3.1) to find new processing times for 
the equivalent item oc=(e., ®+i)- Also find the 
transportation and returning times for each equivalent 
item. 
Step 2 : Consider a new problem with processing times for the 
equivalent items as per step (1), i.e. replace the 
item-block by its equivalent item, the processing times 
for the remaining items are as before. The weight of the 
equivalent item is equal to the average of the weights of 
the items. 
Step 3 : Define two fictitious machine G & H with processing times 
G. & H. where : 
G. = A. + t. + R. , and H. = B. + t. + R. 
t l L l — 1 L i t V — 1 
Step 4 : Schedule the items according to the following rule: 
the items for which G. < H.; are processed in decreasing 
order according to their weights i.e. the highest weight item will 
be processed first and then the next highest weight etc. The item 
for which G.^ H. are processed in a similar way as above, 
immediately after all items for which G.<H. are processed. 
Step 5 : Find the optimal sequence for « alone ignoring the other 
items according to the rule in step (4). 
Step 6 : Replace each equivalent-item by their ordered item-block. 
Now this sequence gives optimal sequence for the original problem. 
Step 7 : Find the flow chart of the optimal sequence of the items 
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of the problem in step (6) and read the effect of 
break-down intervals of machines on all the items. Also 
find a new problem with the following processing times. 
X'. = X., if (a.b) has no effect on item i. 
= X. + L, if (a,b) has an effect on item i. 
Where X = G or H, and L, is the length of the interval (a,b). 
Step 8 : Obtain new processing times for the equivalent items as 
per the new problem in step (7), also find a new problem 
by replacing « with its new processing times. 
Step 9 : Find the optimal sequence for the new reduced problem in 
step (8) following the rule in step (4). 
Step 10 : The optimal sequence in step (9) is the optimal sequence 
for the original problem. 
Let us illustrate this procedure by the following 
numerical example. 
Ex2unple(2):— Suppose we were given the following data for a two 
machines in tandem. 
Item Machine A t. r. 
> < ( i ) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
(A,) 
6 
11 
6 
5 
10 
5 4 
6 4 
4 4 
4 4 
3 4 
Machine 
(B^) 
12 
8 
9 
11 
9 
B W. 
2 
4 
5 
3 
6 
WhereA.,B.,t. , r. and w. as defined before. Find the optimal 
sequence for the above problem, where oc = (1,4). "Time in hours" 
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& L= 25-20 =5. 
Solution : In step (1) we have to calculate RH_i=*^ i_i"*"^ i_i~Aji if 
it is > 0 , otherwise, R. -=0. 
We are given ex = (l , 4). Using equation (1), we have :-
A^= (6+5+0)+(5+4+3)-rain (5+4+3,12+5+0)=(11+12)-min(12,17)=11 
B^= (12+5+0)+(11+4+3)-min(5+4+3,12+5+0)=(17+18)-min(12,17)=23 
As per steps (1) and (2) we have to replace the item block 
(1,4) by the equivalent item «, then the new problem is :-
Item 
oc 
2 
3 
5 
Machine 
11 
11 
6 
10 
A t. 
0 
6 
4 
3 
-> 
^i-1 
< s-
0 
0 
4 
0 
Machi n 
23 
8 
9 
9 
e B 
w. 
X 
(2+3)/2=2.5 
4 
5 
6 
The new reduced problem of step (3) is : 
Item 
<x 
2 
3 
5 
Machine 
G=A.+t.+R. , 
L X. t — 1 
11 
17 
14 
13 
G 
H.= 
Machine 
=B.+t 
1, 
.+R. ^  
23 
14 
17 
13 
H W. 
2.5 
4 
5 
6 
As per step (4) the optimal schedule of the above problem 
is 3, (X, 5, 2 or 3, 1, 4, 5, 2. According to steps (5) and (6) the 
optimal schedule of the items is 3, 4, 1, 5, 2. 
The calculations of the total production time are done in 
the following table :-
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tern 
(i) 
3 
4 
1 
5 
2 
Machine A 
in -
0 
6 
11 
17 
27 
out 
6 
11 
17 
27 
38 
t. 
1 
> 
4 
4 
5 
3 
6 
r L 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
Machi 
xn 
10 
19 
30 
42 
51 
ne B 
out 
19 
30 
42 
51 
59 
y= =CA. +t. +r. 
-1 v-i t-i 
— 
14 
22 
31 
38 
As per step (7), the new processing times are given in the 
following tableau form. 
Item 
(i) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Machine G* 
11 
17 
14 
12 
18 
Machine H' 
17 
14 
17 
23 
12 
W. 
V 
2 
4 
5 
3 
6 
By step (8), the new processing times for the equivalent items are 
A^ = (11+12) -min(12,17) = 11 
B^ = (17+23) -min(12,17) = 28 
Replacing oc by its new processing times, we have: 
Item 
a 
2 
3 
5 
Machine 
11 
17 
14 
18 
G' Machine 
28 
14 
17 
12 
H' W. 
2.5 
4 
5 
6 
The optimal sequence of the problem after we take into account 
the break-down times of machines is : 3, «, S, 2, or 3, 4, 1, 5, 2 
which is the same as when break-down of machines is not taken into 
account. 
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3.5 CASE OF m-MACHINES IN TANDEM WITH TRANSPORTATION 
TIMES AND ITEM-BLOCK 
Maggu, Das, and Pal[1982] established a theorem for the 
"m-machines, n-job" flow shop problem involving transportation time 
of jobs and equivalent-job for job-block. In their paper they 
studied a system in which there is no limitation on the availability 
of the transport facility. In the following, the assumptions made 
by these authors is modified in a sense that only a single transport 
facility is available between each pair of consecutive machines 
which has to return back after delivery.The concept of equivalent 
item for item-block is also considered. 
We consider the problem considered in (2.7)with the 
additional assumption that the items e.and e.. must occur in the 
first sequence as a block. Denote this new item by oc. Then its 
processing times on the first and last machines are defined by : 
^cx. ^(''e., ^  ^ e J ^ K , ., ,t T^ l-minfx . T ,X .T 1 
^«m=K. -^  ^ e J ^ K , ., / T ]-min[x^ + T^ ,X |T ] 
^ jm r ^ (j+*)ni j+i-^  ^ ]m j (j+i)l i+^ 
Where X = M, ,M,, , .. ,M . 
1 . Z rrr 
We assume that t . ^.^ =R =0;and R =t +r -X ;(j=l,2,...,m-l) 
ocj—>j+i oc-i ' e e e e i \ j r r ' / 
j J j J+i 
X^^ = 0 ; ( r = 2 , 3 , . . . , m - i ) . 
The following s t r u c t u r a l r e l a t i o n s h i p s hold : 
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minfx. +t. ^ _L +R/ . . - max ft. ^ , +R/ . x/„ N+^J/„4-4 N I 
^^  LS tS >8 + l (V-I)S _^ VS >S+1 (t-l)(s) 1.(3 + 1) J 
(s=l,2,...,m-2). 
THEOREM : An optimal schedule is obtained by assuming that 
the item ex is an equivalent item for the item block le., ^ +i I • 
Proof : The theorem may be proved on the lines followed for 2 
machines. Consider the sequences S and S' where :-
^ ^ ^ ^ 1 ' % ' ' ' ' ' 1 ' j^i ' • • ' h^ ^ 
^ ' " ^ ^ ^ i ' ® 2 ' • • ''^'j-i' "^' ^'j+2'• • • ' ^ n ^ 
Let ex. . and C X.. denote the completion times of item i on machine 
M. for the sequences S and S' , respectively. 
It is obvious that: 
fcx +t +R I 
"^  j(m-i) ®j(m-i)—>m ^(j-i)(m-i)' ^"^^ .._^.J 
From the lemma of the theorem in (2.7), we can obtain: 
CX =CX +t +R +B +t +R 
®j(m-i) % ^ j i — > 2 ^(j-i)i ®j ® j 2 — > 3 ^(j-i)2 
+...+t +R +X 
^j(m-2)—>{m-i) (j-i)(m-2) j(m-i) 
Therefore, 
CX fcx +t I e . . e 
^ J 1 JI-
e. =max CX +R +B + t + . . , + t jm Le.., . ^ e. e. e. ^ e., , , ^ , ^, 
>2 j - i J j 2 — > 3 j ( m - 2 ) — > ( m - i ) 
+X + t +R "1 
( j - i ) ( m - 2 ) j (m- i ) ^j(m-i)—>m ®(j- i) ( m - i ) ' e^ ._^^ J e j 
fcx„ +T , CX 1 I e ., e.' e,. , J 
^ J 1 J ( j - i ) m - ' 
=max|CX_ +T_ , C . +X 
( j - i )m-^ ®jm 
9 0 
=inax 
CX 
fcx +T I e . . e. 
^ j l J 
+X , CX +X 
e. e , . , e. J jm ( j - i ) i n jm-' 
- > ( 3 . 1 2 ) 
=inax CX + t +R 
'(j+i)in ^ ®(j+i)(ni- i) ®(j+i)(in-i)—>in e , V, CX 1 j ( i n - i ) ' B.J 
( j + i ) m 
F o l l o w i n g t h e same s t e p s a s f o r ( 3 . 1 2 ) , we can e a s i l y g e t 
CX =max 
( j + i ) m [CX +T , CX 
^m)l V. ^n 
+x 
( j + i ) i n 
I =max-{CX +T , max 
I ® ( j + i ) l ®j+i fcx +T e ., e. j l J +X , CX +X e e e jm ( j - i ) m jm } 
+X 
{' 
( j + i ) n i 
=max-{CX +T +X , CX +T +X +X , 
® ( j + i ) l ® j + i ® ( j + i ) m ® j l j jm ( j + i ) m 
CX +X +X^ 
e , . , e. e , ( j - i ) m jm ( j + i ) r a j 
( 3 . 1 3 ) 
Continuing in this way, we get: 
[ex. +t. CX =max CX 
®(j+2)m ^ ®(j+2)(m-i) ®(j+2)(in-i)—>m (j+i)(m-i) (j+i)m-^  
+R 
X 
,cx 
®(j+2)m 
Similarly 
CX =max 
(j+2)m 
CX +T , CX 
I (3+2)1 J+2 (^J+i)inJ 
+X. 
(j+2)m 
=max CX +T , CX +T +X„ , CX^ +T^ +X^ 
L (J+2)1 j+2 (J+i)l J+1 (J+i)in jl j jm 
+X , CX +X +X 
®(j+i)m (j-i)m jm (j+OmJ 
+X. 
(j+2)m' 
Now, it is clear that : 
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ex = ex +x 
ex =ex +x 
® ( j + i ) i ® j i ( j + i ) i 
=cx +x +x 
Hence , 
ex = i n a x 
( j + 2 ) m 
ex +T , ex +X +X +T 
+x^ ,ex^ +x +T +x +x ,ex +x^ +x^ 
( j+i) in ( j - i ) l j l j jm (j+i)in ( j - i ) i n jm ( j + i)in 
+X 
4c 
( j + 2 ) m 
=max-{ ex +T , ex 
L ®(J+2)1 J+Z ( 
+x ,ex . - +x +x 
® ( j + i ) m ® ( j - i ) m ®jin ® ( j + 
=max-jex +T +X 
I ( j + 2 ) l J + 2 ^ ( j + 
+X +maxfx +T ,X +T ] 
j + i ) l j l ^ ( j + i ) l J+i -ini r 
I-
i)ni J ®(j+: 
j + 2 )in 
2 )in ' 
ex +X +inax 
® ( j - i ) l ^ J l 
+T ,X +T„ 
e ^ - . v - , e . , e . e . { j + i ) 1 j + i jm j j 
+X 
( j + i ) n i 
+x , ex +x +x 
^ ( j + 2 ) i n ^ ( j - i ) i n ^ j m ^ ( 
+X \ ( 3 . 1 4 ) 
j + i ) i n ( j + 2 ) i n j 
For the sequence S' , we can obtain s imi l a r ly 
e'x 
( j + 2 ) i n 
=maxJe 'X +T +X , C'X_,+T +X^+X^ 
CXl (X OCm e , . , . , 
j + 2 ) m ( j + 2 ) n i ' 
e'x +X +X e , . . cxm e , . , . ( j - i ) i n ( j + 2 ) n i . 
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It can easily be shown that : 
C'X =C'X +X_, , 
C'X =C'X^,+X„ =C'X^ +X .+X^ 
Using the above equations, we have 
C'X_ 
( j+2)m 
= m a x - l c ' X 
1 L ^ ( j - i ) l 
+ X ^ + X +X +T 
( j + z ) l ( j + 2 ) m j + 2 ' 
C'X +X i + T _ i + X _ + X ^ 
( j - i ) 1 ( j+2) in 
A s s u m e D=inin 
C X +X +X 
e . . ^ , c»n e , ( j - i ) i n ( 
X +T X +T 
e . e . , e . . e . . jm J ' j+i j+ i . 
j+2)raj 
( 3 . 1 5 ) 
, t h e n we h a v e 
X -=X +T +X +T - D , 
ocl e . , e . e , . , ^ , , e . . . 
X = X +T +X +T - D , 
ocm e . e . e , , . . e . . jm J ( j + i ) m j+i 
S u b s t i t u t i n g t h e a b o v e v a l u e s i n e q u a t i o n ( 3 . 1 5 ) , we g e t ; 
C X =inax-{ 
®(j+2)m 
C'X +X +T +X +T - D + X +X 
L ® ( J - i ) l ®Jl ®J ® ( J + i ) l ®J+i ( J + 2 ) l ® ( j + 2 ) m 
+T , C'X +X_ +T +X, 
' ( j - i ) l j ^ j® ( J ^ i ) l i+f 
+T - D + T +X +T +X +T 
o( e . e ; ,e , ., - e jm J ( j + i ) m j + 1 
-D+X , C'X +X +T +X +T -D+X 
®(j+2)ra ® ( j - i ) i n ®jm ®j ® ( j + i ) m V i ^ ( j + 2 ) m j 
=max -{C'X +X +X +X +T +X , 
® ( j - i ) l ^ j l ^ ( j + i ) l ® ( J + 2 ) 1 ®j+2 ^ ( j + 2 ) i n 
9 3 
C'X +X +r X +T 1-D +fx +T 1+T +X^ 
(j + i )ni 
, C'X +X +X 
(j+2)m ®(j-i)m ®jm ®(j+i)in. 
• + TT +T -D1 (3.1 6) 
From the above we have: 
® ( j + i ) l V i J 
-D + e. e. 
jm J. 
L ^ ( j + i ) i j+ i j - m i n 
X +T , X e. e . ' e , 
. jm J ( 
+T + U +T 
j + i ) l ® j + i j L ^Jm \ 
= max 
I ® ( J + i ) l e . ' e . e . j + i jm ] 
A l s o 
T = t ^ +R, , , + X + t +R, , + . . . + t , , 
oc oa .—>2 ( a - i ) l (X2 ocz—>3 ( o c - i ) 2 oc (m- i )—>m 
0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + . . . = 0 
C'X = CX 
® ( j - i ) k ® ( J - i ) k 
, ( k = 1 , 2 , . . . , m ) . 
a n d 
C'X +X +X +X =CX +X +X +X 
® ( j - i ) l j l ® ( j + i ) l ® ( j + 2 ) l ® ( j - i ) l ®Jl ® ( j + i ) l ( J + 2 ) l 
S u b s t i t u t i n g t h e a b o v e v a l u e s i n e q u a t i o n ( 3 . 1 6 ) , we g e t 
C'X =max- |cx +T +X , 
(j+2)ra [ ®(J+2)1 ®j+2 ®(j+2)m 
CX +X +max X +T , 
( j - i ) l ®jl L ® ( i + i ) l ®J+i 
X +T 
e . e . jm jm 
+0+X 
® ( j + i ) m 
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+x ,cx +x +x •+ 
®(j+2)ni ^(j-i)ni jm (J+i)ni, 
T +T -D 
e . e . . ^  
From equations (3.14) and (3.17), we get : 
->(3.17) 
C'X ex 
(j+2)in (j+2)ni 
+ f'i'e "*''^e '^1- (3.18) 
and 
C X = C X +X . + X 
^(j+2)l V i -^  (J+2)l 
= C' X +X +T +X +T -D=X 
®(j-i)l fl f (f+i)l J+f (J+^)l 
CX +X +X +X 
®(j-i)l ^jl ®(J+i)l (J+2) 1 ^ ^j ^j+i J 
Therefore, 
C'X 
(j+2)l 
CX 
e (j+2)l 
+ gr +T 
J ^J+i 
-D) (3.19) 
Also, we have 
C X =inax 
(J+2)2 
C'X +t +R , C'X 
. ®(j+2)l ^(j+2)l—>2 ^(j + l)l °°. 
+x 
(j + 2) 2 
Further, 
C'X +t +R ^C'X . (See Guptaf19711) 
e e e ocz ^ 
''(j+2)l ^(j+2)l >2 (J + l)l 
Therefore, 
C'X = C'X +t +R +x 
'(j+2)2 1 J + 2 ) 1 (^ +2)1 >«- (i-Pi)l (J+^2 
= C'X +E+t +R +X 
®(j+2)l ®(j+2)i—>2 ®(j+i)l ^(j+2)2 
where E = T +T -D. 
e. e.^  
J j+i 
Also, we have 
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ex =max 
( i+2)2 
CX + t +R , CX 
. ® ( j + z ) l ® ( J + 2 ) 1 — > 2 ( j + i ) l ( J+M2J 
+X 
=CX +1 +R +X 
V z j l % + 2 ) l — > 2 ( j + l ) l ( J+2)2" 
Therefore, CX can be wr i t t en a s : 
(J+2)2 
C X =CX +E ( 3 . 2 0 ) 
( j+2)2 1 J + 2 ) 2 
Continuing in this way, one gets: 
C X = CX +E (3.21) 
®(J+2)3 1J+2)3 
C X =CX +E (3.22) 
®(J+2)4 1J+2)4 
It is Clear from equations (3.18), (3.19), (3.20), (3.21) 
and (3.22) that the replacement of the item block (e.,e.^ )^ of 
the sequence S by the item tx to give a sequence S' increases the 
completion times on all the machines of the second item (e.^ )^ ^ Y ^ 
constant E in S' as compared to that of the item (e.^ )^ in S. If C 
and C denote the completion times of the sequences S and S' 
respectively, then it is clear that C=C+E. Therefore, we can 
assume that the item « in the sequence S' is an equivalent item for 
the block (e., e ) in the sequence S. 
Remark :-Note that the theorem can be proved in a similar way as 
above by considering the structural relationship: 
minlt. ^ . +R,. , +X. , , .l^maxlx. +t. ^ ^ +R, v I-I ty >y+i (v-i)y L(y+i)J [, ^y ty >y+i (v-i)yj 
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ALGORITHM (3): Our problem can be represented in tableau form 
as follows: 
Item { M , t.^ r. M,... M „ ^ t . . ^ , r ,,^_.. M 
m 
-> <-
"^"^  ^ii ^ ii->2 ^iz ^i(m-i) ^i.(m-i)->ra i^-m 
^ \± \± >2 iF i:? •• 1(^-1) i(nf-i) >m - i(m-i) im ^ 
^ ^21 ^ 2i->2 ^21 ^22* •• ^2(m-i) ^2(m-i)->m ^2(m-i) ^ 2m 
n X t ^ r X . . . X , v t , , ^ r , , X 
ni m—>2 ni ni n(m-i) n{m-i)—>m n(m-i) nm 
Assume the structural relationships mentioned earlier hold. 
The Optimal scheduling can be obtained following the steps 
given below: 
Step (1): Apply steps (1) and (2) of algorithm (1). 
Step (2) : Define two fictitious machines G and H with processing 
times G. and H. where :-
^i"^u"^^Li->2'^^(i-i) l'*'^ i2"^ i^2->3"^ (^i-1) 2"^  • • • "^ i^ (m-i) + ti {m-i)->m 
+ R 
^(i-i)(m-i) 
"t"^i->2"^^(t-i)l'^^i2'^^i2->3'^^(i-i)2'^-• ••^^i(m-i)->m"^^(i-i) (m-i)'^^im 
Step (3) : Now apply steps (4), (5) and (6) of algorithm (1) to 
find the optimal sequence of the original problem. 
Example (3):Suppose we want to find the optimal sequence for the 
example given in(2.7), where we assume oc = (2,4). 
Solution : Following steps (1) and (2) of the above algorithm, the 
new reduced problem is : 
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tern 
(*-) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Machine 
(G,) 
74 
82 
76 
72 
G Machine H 
(H,) 
81 
84 
80 
64 
Here « = (2,4). Then 
G = G + G - min(G , H ) = 82 + 72 - min(72,84) = 82 
ex 2 4 ^ 4' 2' \ I / 
H = H + H - minfG., H ) = 84+64-72 = 76 
OC 2 4 ^ 4 2 
Replacing the item block (2,4) by the equivalent item oc the 
reduced problem is obtained as: 
Item 
(M 
1 
« 
3 
Machine 
(G,) 
74 
82 
76 
G Machine H 
(H.) 
81 
76 
80 
Using Johnson's [1954] rule, the optimal sequence for the above 
problem is: (l,3,oc). Then we find the optimal sequence for oc, 
which is :(2,4). Therefore, the optimal sequence for the original 
problem is : (1,3,2,4). The total production time can be calculated 
in usual manner. 
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CHAPTER 4-
SCHEDULING ITEMS ON TWO MACHINES IN TANDEM WITH EXPONENTIAL 
SERVICE WHERE EACH FINISHED ITEM HAS TO UNDERGO INSPECTION 
4.1 Introduction: This chapter is concerned with the problem c 
scheduling n items on two machines and an inspection unit in tandc 
where the processing time of the items on each machine i 
distributed exponentially, with a known mean. We assume the 
there is enough intermediate storage between the two machines whic 
can hold all the partially processed items by first machine wh« 
these items cannot be further processed by the second machii 
because it is busy; and another enough intermediate storage betwet 
the second machine and the inspection unit to hold all the finish* 
items which are waiting for inspection. We further assume that tl 
processing through the two machines and the inspection unit for a' 
the items is in the same order. The problem is to find an orderii 
of n items which minimizes the expected total time to complei 
processing all the items on the two machines and the inspecti( 
unit. 
Several authors have considered the problem of obtaining tl 
optimal sequence of jobs on two and three machines in series. Moi 
of these studies consider scheduling problems where the processii 
times on each machine are fixed and known a priori. 
Since 1965, a number of a researchers have focused the: 
attention on stochastic flow shop scheduling to minimize tl 
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makespan. Banerjee [1965], and Makino [1965] were considered the 
first to study stochastic flow shop scheduling problems. Banerjee 
considered a single facility sequencing problem where the processing 
time for each item at the facility is random, with known probability 
distribution. He further discussed problems where the facility is 
taken to consist of multiple units of equipment and special 
priorities are attached to some of the items. Makino considered the 
problem of deciding the order of the two items which could be 
processed by m machines in tandem in order to minimize the total 
time for processing all the operations. Talwar [1967] conjectured 
an optimal ordering rule for the general n-job, 2-machine problem. 
Bagga [1970a} considered the 2-job, 3-machine problem when the 
processing times are generaly distributed. He also considered 
[1970b] the problem of 4-job, 2-machine, where the processing times 
follow the exponential distribution. Cunningham and Dutta [1973] 
proved for the n items two machines flow shop problem where the 
processing times on the two machines (M- & M_), A. and B^ , are 
independent random variables exponentially distributed with known 
parameters a.and b., respectively, that the optimal ordering rule 
which minimizes the expected item completion time is: item j 
precedes item (j+1) if: 
min [AJ, Bj^J S E min[A.^ ,^B.j i.e. [a.-b.j> [a.^ -^b^ ,J 
Pinedo [1981] considered a two machine job shop problem where 
the processing times are exponentially distributed. He also 
considered in 1982 a special case of the m-machine flow shop 
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scheduling problem, where the processing times are independent and 
identically distributed random variables with the objective of 
minimizing the expected job completion time. He also considered 
models with and without blocking. Pinedo and Ross [1982] studied 
the problem of scheduling exponential items on two machines in 
tandem where the order of processing the items is immaterial, that 
is, an open shop. Pinedo [1985] considered stochastic models for 
flow shops, job shops and open shops in which the work required by a 
job is the same at each machine, and is a random variable. He 
proved that in a flow shop where the machine speed increases 
(decreases) from the first to the last machine and the workload 
distributions are ordered by a likelihood ratio criterion, then the 
makespan of the jobs is stochastically minimized by processing the 
jobs in the order of least to greatest (greatest to least) workload. 
Maggu and Sharma [1985] gave a numerical procedure for 
determining the optimal or near optimal sequence for the n-job, 
2-machine sequencing problem involving equivalent-jobs for 
job-blocks where the processing times on both machines follow the 
exponential distribution, Frostig and Adiri [1985] studied a 
special case of stochastic 3-machine flow shop scheduling problem. 
They proved that a sequence where the processing times on the first 
and third machines are in a monotone nondecreasing and nonincreasing 
order of the likelihood ratio, respectively, and on the second 
machine are equally distributed, minimizes the expected completion 
time of all items. The problem considered in this chapter is defined 
below. 
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4.2 Statement of the Problem :- n items are to be processed through 
two machines A and B in the order AB with no passing, and the 
finished items then go to the inspection unit. Let A^, B^ ^ and T^ 
be respectively the times required to process ith item on the two 
machine and in the inspection unit. We assume that A., B., and T^ 
follow exponential distributions with mean rates l/a^ ,^ l/b^ ,^ and 
1/t., respectively. The problem is to determine the optimal 
sequence minimizing the total expected completion time. 
4.3 Development of Solution Procedure:- Apparantly the problem looks 
equivalent to the n item 3 machine problem. However, the reseachers 
have considered the problems with inspection unit as a separate 
problem then that of the 3 machines ; see for example Gopalan and 
Kannan [1994] and Frostig and Adiri [1985].In order to prove the 
theorem giving rule for optimal schedule we first give the following 
lemma :-
Lemma: To obtain an optimal schedule of the items, it is sufficient 
to consider those schedules which have identical ordering on both 
machines and the inspection unit. 
Proof: Let x = (A^ . A^, , A^, B^, B^, ..., B^ , T^ .T^ , . . . , T^) , 
where A., B , and T. as defined earlier. Let p(x) be the 
probability function of the random variable x. Let u be a 
joint sequence for processing the items successively on the 
two machines and the inspection unit i.e. to feed the items into the 
second machine in some order different from that used on the 
first machine. The C (x) can be defined as the total processing 
time for the sequence u. 
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Consider two schedules S and S' (see Cunningham and 
Dutta[1973]. Schedule S represents the items ordered identically on 
both machines and the inspection unit, while schedule S' represents 
the same ordering of the items on the first machine, but with some 
different order on the second machine and the inspection unit. Then 
if we look for the equivalent deterministic case (see 
Johnson[1954]), we will have for any realized value of the random 
vector x: 
Cg( X ) < Cg, ( X ) 
So that / C ( x ) - p ( x ) d x < / C i ( x ) - p ( x ) d x , as p ( x ) > 0. 
or E[C^(X)] < E[C^,(X)] 
where C (x) and C , (x) are the total processing times on the 
schedules S and S' , respectively. 
The lemma is proved since the objective is to minimize the expected 
total processing time. 
The expected total time required to complete processing all the 
items depends upon the idle time on the inspection unit. Let Y. be 
the idle time on the inspection unit, immediately before inspecting 
the i item. Then, the expected total idle time on the inspection 
unit is: 
n 
E 
j-i 
THEOREM :- An optimal schedule is determined by the following rule 
item j precedes item (j+i) if: 
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r a.+b.+t. 1 > fa. +b. +t.l (4.1 
ProofrThe expected total processing time for the items in the 
sequence l , 2 , . . . . , j , j+1 , . . . . , n i s : 
' <l '^ * I/' ] = ij/K * <§J.] 
Then our problem reduces to minimizing the expected total idle time 
on the inspection unit. 
Let C^ = E E Y, 
L = 1 
'^L{ ijvBj-'iM}' 
j j-1 
maxJA^-^B^,^,^;^ [E_JA+B^ J-^^.h-'^i]} 
-j = i j + i j + i j + * 
"^ ^^  I i<k<j [ E T -^H E B ^- E A r E, ^J 
'^  ^i = k L = k i = k + l v = k + l - ' 
T. + B, , A. +B. . . ,<fj ( E fA.+B.I 
V [T^-^BJ + 'E' [l/a, ^ 1/bJ - [ l / t j 
= E max joc^ , /?J + K, 
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where ex = max 
T. + B. i j+i j + ij 
K = 'E { [l/a, + 1/bJ - [l/t,]| ... (4.2) 
By interchanging the j and (j+l)st items in the above sequence, 
the expected idle time on the inspection unit becomes: 
C^  = E max joc^ , ^ 1 + k, 
where «^ = max { ^^J^._^ [ 'E] [T,-^BJ "'E^ J ^ - ^ ^ ] ] ' 
T/T.^^+B.^^-A., T . + B J 
and ft is independent of oc and oc . Then, we have: 
C. = ' ^ 
^o -^ ax [[ ^ -co f.K]docJ[ /^^ g (r^ )d^ j]dX.k 
Where £.(«.), (i=l,2) and g(r?) are the p.d.f,s of oc^  and P, 
respectively. (See Cunningham and Dutta [1973]). 
Let S = C -C 
1 2 
>(4.3) 
In the initial ordering, item j precedes item j + 1 if S<0. Using 
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integration by parts for equation (4.3) one can get; 
,(X> 
m I I 
( 4.4) S=[\|'F^(X)-F^(X)G(\)|J - J'^,°°|F-^(X)-F^(^)|.G(\)d\, 
where F and G are the cumulative distribution functions of oc^ and /?, 
As X -» 00, these functions will approach unity. 
Therefore, ^ ^'^ X F (X)-F2(X) =0. The equation (4.4) reduces to: 
S = - "^o°°{^i<^>"^z(^)} G(X)d\. 
Thus, a sufficient condition for S<0 is that F^  (X)-F^(X)>0 .-»-•( 4 . 5 ) 
From equation (4.2), oc can be rewritten as: 
j-i j-i 
ex = max 
1 
<f^ Z (B.+T. ) - ^ (A. +B. ), T. +B. I-
l < k < J - 2 l . , ^ I l ' • _ u j . >• '- J ~ * J ~ * J 
IA.+B., A.^ +B.^ +A.-T.)- + T.+T.. -A.-A.^^ 
J j+i J j + i . 
or oc ^= maxTx/Hj^ l+w. (4.6) 
H. = max A -i-B., A., +B.^ +A .-T . , (4.7) 
<f< , ^ (T.+B,)- Z (A.+B), T. +B . I 
> (4.8) 
W = T. +T^ -A -A (4.9) 
J j+i J j4-i 
Where X is independent of H and W, but H and W are correlated and 
X and W are 
(j+1) items. 
symmetric with respect to the interchange of the j and 
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Following Cunningham and Dutta[1973] we have: 
F.(X) = P^ |i 
= F 
;,Hj + w<xj, i=i, max(X,H^) W X|- 1 1 2 
x+w, H +W 
As both X and H. are positive, we can write: 
F. (X)= f ^ F (X-M). F . , (?>--AJ) f (M)dM, 
where f, (•) is the p.d.f. of W. 
Let : 
l^ = •'H^/W=A^ <^-'^)- fw^'^)' (i=l,2) 
= P [H.<X-/J, jLi < W < M + dM (4.10) 
Therefore, a sufficient condition for F^{'^)-F^('k)^0 is: 
P - P > 0 , A i < X (4.11) 
1 2 ' ^ ' 
Substituting the values of.H and W from (4.7) & (4.9). into (4.10), 
we get: 
P, = P J A . + B . < \-fJ, T.^ +B._,,< \ , tJ<T.+T. -A.-A._^, < M+dAjj . . . ( 4 . 1 2 ) 1 r J^  J J ' j + 1 j + 1 J j + 1 J j + l J 
U . _ V /A j = o J + i = o 
+B . - T . - B . | v . -M-u . I .fA,+ B . (u . )dv . . d u . . 
j + 1 j + 1 J J L J * * j J J J J J + 1 J 
Following Cunningham & Dutta[1973] we can obtain an expression for 
P and thenP is obtained from P by interchanging a. with a , b. 
1 2 l - * ^ ^ J J + l l 
with b. , , and t . wi th t .. . Then, we g e t : J+1 J j + 1 ^ 
P , - P , =0(X-M) v ( X ) [ [ a . + b . + t ^ ^ ^ ] - [a.^^+b.^^+t.]] . 
where cf)(\-/Lj) = e x p { - [ a . + b . ] [x-M]-exp{-[a^^^+b^^J [ X - M ] } 
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.a..b.. a. ,b.^ .t.t.^ /fa+b-i-t.^ 1 fa.^ +b.^ +t.| [a, +b,, -a.-b.l . 
and v(M=[exp[-t.^^. X j-exp[-t^.x]]/[t.-t^^J 
where 4)(\-(U )>0, and w {\)>0. 
Therefore, if fa.+b. + t._, 1 5: f a.^ +b.^ +t.1 then P -P,^ 0. ..(4.13) 
Combining equations (4.4), (4.5), (4.11) and (4.13), we arrive at the 
optimal sequencing rule, that is, item j precede item j+1 if: 
fa.+b.+t.,^  1 S fa.^ +b.^ +t.1 
fa+b.-tl > fa . ^  +b . _^  -t. . 1 or 
ALGORITHM:- The numerical algorithm to find optimal or near optimal 
solution can be decomposed into the following steps: 
Step 1:- List l/a.'s, l/b.'s, and l/t.'s as defined in (4.2), in three 
columns: 
Itme Machine A Machine B Inspection Unit 
1 1/a^  1/b^  1/t^  
2 1/a^  1/b^  1/t^  
3 l/a^  l/b^  1/t^  
n 1/a 1/b 1/t 
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step 2:- Arrange the items in descending order of the values of 
[a,+b^]-[b>tj for all i, 
Step 3:-The order obtained in s tep 2 gives the optimal or near 
optimal sequence. 
4.4 Numerical Example : - Consider the following 5-2 machine problem: 
Item 
(i) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Machine 
(l/a, ) 
7 
4 
10 
9 
6 
A Machine 
(1/b 
8 
11 
6 
7 
5 
B 
) 
Inspection Unit 
(1/t ) 
4 
3 
3 
4 
2 
Solution:- According to s tep 2, we find the 
d i f ferences : a,+b^j- b^+t^j . for i = 1 , 2 , . . . , 5 . 
( i ) [ [ a > b . ) - [ b > t ^ ] ] . [ [ l / 7 + l / e ] - [ l / 8 + l / 4 ) ] =-3/23; 
[ [ I /4*1A0-[ I / I I*1 /3 ] ]= -1/12; 
[Ko-Ve]-K-l ]]= -^ ;[^W,)-[l/,-l]]= -5/36; 
i i ) These differences arranged in descending order are : ^ ^ll 
12' 28 
-5 -7 -1 
T6 ' '30^  3~' Therefore, the optimal sequence is: (2,1,4,3,5). 
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CHAPTER 5 
THE INTERCHANGEABILITY OF SERVERS IN A TANDEM QUEUE 
5.1 Introduction: In this chapter we consider the problem of 
interchangeability of severs in tandem queues consisting of two 
service stations each having a single server. We assume that the 
system is initially empty. The service times are assumed to be 
mutually independent and also independent of the arrival process. 
Let us denote by (D ),the departure process from station 2 for 
the order (A—> B), and by (D ),the departure process when the 
two servers are interchanged (i.e. for the order (B—> A). We will 
study the effect on the departure process of customers from the 
last station by the interchange of the servers. 
Friedman [1965] showed that the departure process of 
customers from the last station is not affected by the interchange 
of servers when the service at each station is deterministic. Weber 
[1979] and Lehtonen [1986] etc., have shown the same results for 
exponential service at each station. Friedman [1965] considered 
tandem systems with multiple servers at each station and 
infinite buffers between stations. He showed for an arbitrary 
arrival process,that when the service time at each station is 
deterministic, the epoch at which the customer departs from the 
system is independent of the order of the stations. His result 
does not hold in general, if the service time at each station is 
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random. However, for a single server at each station and the 
exponential service times at all the stations the result holds. 
Weber [1979] showed for given finite number of empty 0/M/l 
queues in tandem, where customers arrive according to an arbitrary 
arrival process and receive service at each queue exactly once in 
some fixed order, that (D ) and (D ) are statistically 
' ^ n n 
indistinguishable for any t. His proof is based on a 
Laplace-transform method. Pinedo [1982] also considered 
deterministic and nonoverlapping distributions for systems that are 
initially empty and have an infinite number of customers waiting for 
service and suggested some general rules. Whitt [1985] applied 
approximation methods for networks of queues to obtain heuristic 
design principles for queues in tandem. The same result of Weber 
[1979] was proved by Lehtonen [1986] who presented a different proof 
for this interchangeability result using a sophisticated coupling 
technique. 
Kijima and Makimoto [1990] gave a simple and direct proof of 
interchangeability with a slight extension of the result. Chao and 
Pinedo [1990] considered a system consisting of two stations in 
tandem with an infinite buffer in front of the first station and no 
buffer between the stations. They assumed that customers arrive in 
batches according to a poisson process and arbitrary service time 
distributions at the two stations. They showed that if the service 
times are either both exponentially distributed with different means 
or both deterministically distributed with different means, an 
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interchange of the two stations does not affect the expected time of 
a customer in system and the expected number of customers in system. 
They also studied in [1992] the effect of the order of service 
stations on the departure process in a tandem system with finite 
buffers and blocking. They showed that a reversibility result holds 
for a three station tandem system with no buffers between stations 
and with communication blocking. They also stated a general 
conjecture regarding the reversibility of tandem systems with finite 
buffers and blocking. 
5.2 Model When no Queue is Allowed Infront of Any Server: 
Ding and Greenberg [1991] considered a gueueing system with no 
queue allowed to be formed for any of the two servers. Each customer 
arrives according to a Poisson process at rate X. If the second 
server is busy and the first server has completed his service on a 
customer, then that customer is blocked at the first server, and he 
stops working until the second server is free and the customer leave 
him to go to the second server. Any arriving customer is lost, if he 
finds that the first server is busy or blocked. Denote the first 
server by S and the second server by Y. The service times of the i 
customer at the first server is denoted by S.and at the second 
server by Y.. Let X. be time between the starting of service of 
customer i-1 at the second server and the arrival of customer i at 
the first server. 
Consider first the arrangement of the two servers in the order 
S—>Y and call this as A: and assume that at t=0 the system is empty. 
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since the arrival process is Poisson, the epochs at which customers 
leave the first server and go to the second one constitute a renewal 
process and the n customer departure from arrangement A occurs at 
time : 
n-i 
D^ =X+S+ E maxfx.^ +S.^ , Y I + Y , 
n 1 1 . I \.+i 1.+1' \.\ n' 
L = l ^ •' 
Where X. are independent and exponentially distributed with mean l/. \ 
Now denote the arrangement of the two servers in the order Y—>S by 
B, then for B the n departure occurs at time 
B ""^  r 1 
D = X +Y + E max X.^  +Y.^ , S. +S . n 1 1 . 7* I t+i v+i' tj n 
t +1 *• •' 
Let W^ equal fx^  + S^ +Y j, and w'^  equal max |^ i"^ i^'''i-i j ^°^ 
i=l,2,.,.,n. Similarly, define W^ for i = l,2,...n. Since jXi^S^+ 
Y has the same distribution as |x +Y +S I, the conditions can 
n J ^^  1 1 nj ' 
be determined on S and Y that yield:-
W*=maxfx+S, Y] ^  maxfx+Y, sl=W^ 
Since S^ Y, we can construct the independent random vectors 
(Sj^ ,Y^ )_(S,Y) , such that S..^ ^ Y^ , for 1=1,2. For fixed x>0, define 
h.=max(x+S^,Y2), h2=max(x+S2, YJ , g^=max(x+Y^, S^ ) and 
g2=max(x+Y ,S ). It can easily be checked that h +h ^q ^g^- This 
implies that E W. >E W. . Since the mean time between renewals is 
larger in the first order than in the second, the mean time between 
departures is also larger in the first order than the second. It is, 
thus, concluded that it is better to have the faster server first. 
In all the above studies, it is assumed that the transportation 
time of moving the item from one server to the next is negligible. 
In many realistic situations (cited in chapter 2) this is not true. 
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We consider here a model in which the transportation time from one 
station to the next is positive. For such models it is shown that 
the interchanging of servers does not effect the departure of 
customers from the system. 
5.3 Model With Positive Transportation Time: 
We assume that the service times are mutually independent and also 
independent of the arrival process. Let A and B be the service 
times of the n customer at stations 1 and 2, respectively; and U^ 
be his transportation time from station 1 to station 2. Let ^r,^^" 
t ^  t s ...) be the arrival epoch of the n customer. Let S and 
1 2 ^ n 
S be the departure times of the n customer from the system for 
the orderings (A >B) and (B >A)respectively. 
5.4 Interchangeability of the Servers : 
The departure time of the n customer from the system for both 
orderings (i.e. A >Band B >A ) is 
S =maxrt , S l+U +X ; (n=l,2,...) and X=(A or B) >(5.4.1) 
n t. n' n-ij n n ' ^ ' ' ' ^ 
Proof : By induction on n, it follows that:-
n iSi-Sn 
n 
t.+U.+ EX. where X=(A or B) and 
(n=l,2,...) > (5.4.2) 
For the ordering (A >B), We have from (5.4.2): 
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S = max ^ . ^ max t . +u. + E 
n 
+ E B , 
- > ( 5 . 4 . 3 ) 
=max l < i . < i < n 
J n 
t . +U.+ L A. + E B, 
k = t k = j -> ( 5 . 4 . 4 ) 
=max. <i.<r t .+u.+ . ! ;^ ; 
L x. L S J Sn- L k=l k=j J 
-> ( 5 . 4 . 5 ) 
The departure time of nth customer from s t a t i o n 1 i s : 
^ _ max 
^ n i< i .<n 
t . + E A. 
L k 
k = l 
-> ( 5 . 4 . 6 ) 
His waiting time up to his entrance service in the second station 
is :-
LI = .';;"::: -{ t . + E A. J- + U^  /  !J^; I    ,
n l<L<n I t ^ k 
I k=t J 
It then follows that: 
and 
L;= maxJL^.^, t^} +A^+U^ 
( S ' ' \ L' \ +B \^  n-i' n J n 
-> ( 5 . 4 . 7 ) 
^ < 1 ' S = max 
n 
=max-(s**' +B ,L +A +U +B ,t +A +U +B i (5.4.8) (^  n-i n' n-i n n n' n n n nj ^ 
Fix S I" = s ,...,S^^' =s , and A +U +B =G. Then from (5.4.8) 1 i' ' n-i n-i' n n n ^ 
,<i> 
'n 
S +G-min A ,S -L ,S -t 1 _ ^. 
n-i I n' n-i n-i' n-i n , S 2:t 
•- J' n-i n 
t +G 
n 
S <t 
n-i n 
(5.4.9) 
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For S ^t 
n-i , we note that: 
(5.4.10) 
'"K^ 'n'Vi-vJ^ K^" =^1 CI =^n-i'VWG 
=PrL <S -X S**'=s ,...,S'*' =s I-PIA +U >X A„+U^+B„=G| I n-i n-i 1 i' ' n-i n-ij [ n n n n n J 
L and A are conditionally independent, 
n-i n J f 
Now consider the systemin which A and B are interchanged. For 
•' n n 
this case (i.e. B > A) the departure times R and S^ from 
stations 1 and 2, respectively obtained in a similar way are 
>(5.4.11) , < 2) _ max 
'n i<i<n 
t.+U.+ .2^J L B,+ E A^ 
I. k=l k=j 
R = ^^^ L 
^n i<i<n 1 
n 
t, + E B^  
k=i 
>(5.4.12) 
The waiting timeo of nth customer up to his entrance for service in 
the second station is :-
R' V = J^J {t.+ E e l +u. 
n i<.<n ^ . ^^ . kj . 
= max-* 
and S = max-
n 
'l^n-i' ^nf+u +B 
'^  >* n n 
5^"' , R' 1 + B 
n-i ' n I n 
->(5.4. 13) 
In this case i.e. B > A, we have for S ^ t 
' n-i 
min-!B^ ,S„ -R^ .l->x s]^' =s ,...,S*^' =s ,A +U +B =G l^  n' n-i n-iJ | i i' ' n-i n-i' n n n 
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=p \.,<^^.M<^'-\' ,s =s 
' n-1 n-i 
B +U >X A +13 +B =G 
n n n n n 
(5.4.14) 
Suppose : 
Vi<Sn-i-^ ^1 - ^ i ' * - =S n-i .P A +U„>X n n A +U +B =G n n n 
=P 
n-i n—1 
( 2 > 
'V. =s. n-1 .P B +U >X n n A +U +B =G n n n 
(5.4.15) 
for any 0:5SS...<S , G ^  0 and O^x^S , for which the conditional 
•' 1 n-1 n-1 
distribution are well defined. Then : 
,< i> 
'n 
.< 1 ) < 1 ) 
1 1' ' n-1 n-1 
d 
^ 
• 
, ,< z> S 
n 
( 2) < 2 ) 
1 i' ' n - 1 n-1 
d ^ ^ ^^  d 
where = stands for equality in law. Thus, if |s^ ^••wS^_^j = 
[s:^:...,s;!;] then [s:^...,s;^'] = [s(%)...,s(^)]. we hav. 
,<!> „(2> S =S for any t. Therefore, if equation (5.4.15) holds for 
all n>2, the departure processes (D ) and (D^) are statistically 
equivalent. 
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A P P E N D I X 
Computer programme for solving the problems of two machine 
tandem queues with positive transportation time between the two 
machines. 
#include<stdio.h> 
#include<io.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
#include<stdlib.h> 
1nt a t lO ] ,b t10 ] , r [ 1 0 ] , t [ 1 0 ] , y [ 1 0 ] ,G[10] ,Ht10] , x [10 ) , p o s t l O ) , o r d e r [ 1 0 ] ; 
i n t orderA[10] ,o rderB [10 ] , N , index, R [10] , t o t ; 
i n t c h e c k d n t o r d e r [ ] , i n t i n d e x , i n t N) ; 
s t a t i c i n t prevA,prevB; 
s o r t ( i n t x [ ] , i n t p o s [ ] ) ; 
vo id a r r a n g e ( i n t G [ ] , i n t H [ ] , i n t o r d e r B [ ] , i n t o r d e r [ ] , i n t p r e s e n t , i n t t o t a l ) ; 
mainO 
i 
int i,i,k,done,last; 
FILE *fp,*fopen(),*fp1; 
/* change path name */ 
if((fp=fopen("stati.dat","r"))==NULL) 
printf("error"); 
fp1=fopen("Stati.res","w"); 
printf("\nNumber of items to be read ");scanf("%d",8N); 
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
t 
fscanf (fp,"Xd%dXd'/,d",8a[i],Bt[i],8r[i] ,6b[i]); 
if(i!=0) 
{ 
tot=t[i-1) + r[i-1]-a[i]; 
if(tot>0) 
R[i]=tot; 
else 
R[il=0; 
> 
else , 
R[0 ]=0 ; 
x [ i ] = G [ i ] = a [ i ] + t [ i ] + R [ i ) ; 
H [ i ] = b [ i ] + t C i ] + R [ i ] ; 
> 
s o r t ( x , p o s ) ; 
k=0; 
f o r < i = 0 ; i < N ; i + + ) 
i f ( p o s [ i ] = = 0 ) 
{ 
f o r ( j = 0 ; j < N ; j + + ) 
i 
i f ( x [ i ] = = G [ j ] ) 
{ 
pos [k ] = 3 + 1 ; 
k++; 
(XXIII) 
f o r ( i = 0 ; i < N ; i + + ) 
{ 
G [ i ] = x [ i ] ; o r c l e r A [ i ] = p o s [ i ] ; 
> 
f o r (1=0 ;1<N; i++ ) 
{ 
x [ i ] = H [ i ] ; 
> 
s o r t ( x , p o s ) ; 
k=0; 
f o r ( i = 0 ; i < N ; i + + ) 
{ 
i f ( p o s [ i ] = = 0 ) 
{ 
f o r ( j = 0 ; j < N ; j + + ) 
t 
i f ( x [ i ] = = H [ j ] ) 
pos [k ] = j + 1 ; 
k++; 
> 
} 
f o r ( i = 0 ; i < N ; i + + ) 
i 
H [ i ] = x [ i ] ; o r d e r B [ i ] = p o s [ i ] ; 
i = j = k = 0 ; d o n e = 0 ; l a s t = N - 1 ; 
wh i le (done != N) 
i f ( G [ i ] <= H [ j ] ) 
1++; 
i f ( k ! = 0 ) 
{ 
i f ( c h e c k ( o r d e r , o r d e r A t i ] , N ) ! = 1 ) 
{ 
o rder [ k ] = o r d e r A [ i ] ; 
k + + ; i + + ; done++; 
> 
e lse 
(XXIV) 
> 
else 
i f ( last==N-1) 
order tk]=orderA[ i ] ; 
k++;i++;done++; 
else 
if(last!= N-1) 
if(check(order,orderB[j],N)!=1) 
< 
order[last]=orderB[j]; 
last—;j++; done++; 
arrange(G.H.orderB,order,(last+1),N); 
> 
else 
> 
else 
{ 
order [ l a s t l = o r d e r B [ i ] ; 
last—;j++;done++; 
> 
> 
> 
f c l ose ( fp ) ; 
index=order[0]-1; 
j=k=0;k=t[ index]+a[index] ; 
y [0]=0;y[1]=a[0]+t [ index] + r [index] ; 
G[0]=0;H[0]=0; 
printf("\nltem Hachine A ti ri Machine B Y=CiA+ti+ri Idle Time"); 
printf("\n i Ai Bi A B Ri-1"); 
printf("\n " ) ; 
fprintf(fp1,"\nltem Machine A ti ri Machine B Y=CiA+ti+ri Idle Time"); 
fprintf(fp1,"\n i Ai Bi A D Ri 
fprintf(fp1,"\n 
for(i=0;i<N;i++) 
t 
i ndex=order [ i ] -1 ; 
i f ( i > 0) 
y[ i+1]=y [ i ) + t [ index]+r [index] ; 
i f ( k< (y [ i ]+ t [ index]) ) 
k=y [ i ] + t [index] ; 
i f ( ( j -p revA)>0) G[ i ]= j -prevA;e lse G[ i ]=0; 
i f ( (k-prevB)>0) H[i ]=k-prevB;else H[ i ]=0 ; 
p r i n t f ("\n/:2d%8d -X3d%9dX9d" , index + 1, j , j+a [index] , t [index] , r [index] ); 
f p r i n t f (f p i , "\n%2dX8d -%3dX9d/i9d" , index+1, j , j + a [index] , t [ index] , r [index] ); 
(X3CV) 
print f("%9d-Xd%9dX9d/ i7dy.8d\n",k,k+b[ index],y[ i ] ,G[ i ] ,H[ i ] ,R[ index]) ; 
f p r i n t f ( f p i , "•/C9d-Xd%9d%9dX7d%8d\n",k,k+b[index],y[i],Gti],H[i],Rt index)) ; 
j+=a [ index];k+=b[ index]; 
prevA=j;prevB=k; 
> 
G t i ] = k - j ; 
print f(" \nX55dZ9dZ9d\n",y[ i ] ,G [ i ] , H t i ) ) ; 
•fprintf(fp1,"\n%55d"/.9dX7d\n",y[i] ,G[ i ] , H [ i ] ) ; 
p r i n t f ( " \ n 
f p r i n t f ( f p 1 , " \ n 
fo r ( i=1 ; i<7 ; i++) 
{ 
G[0]+=GtiJ; 
H[0]+=H[i ] ; 
> 
printf("\nX64dX9d\n",G[0],H[0]); 
fprintf(fp1,"\n%64d%9d\n",G[0],H[0)); 
printf("\n 
fprintf(fp1,"\n 
fclose(fpl); 
> 
in t checkCint o r d e r [ ] , i n t index, int N) 
i 
int l.,fl.ag; 
f lag=0; 
for ( l=0; l<N; l++) 
{ 
i f ( index==order [ I ] ) 
f lag=1; 
> 
returnCf lag); 
> 
sortCint x [ ] , i n t post]) 
t 
in t min , i , j ,pos i , temp; 
for ( i=0; i<N-1; i++) 
i 
min=x[ i ] ;pos i= i ; 
fo r ( j= i+1; j<N; j++) 
i f (ni in>x[ j ] ) 
{ 
min=x[j] ; 
pos i= j ; 
> 
> 
temp=x[ i ] ; 
x l i ]=min ; 
(XXVI) 
X[posi]=temp; 
pos [ i ] = 0 ; 
void ar rangednt G[ ] ,1nt H[ ] ,1nt o r d e r b [ } , i n t o r d e r ( ] , 1 n t p resent , in t t o t a l ) 
{ 
Int pos1=order[present] ,pos2=ordertpresent+1],temp; 
in t p1=0,p2=0; 
whi LeCorderBCpl]!=pos1) 
p1++; 
while(orderB[p2]!=pos2) 
p2++; 
whiLe(H[p1]==H[p2] SS present ! = t o t a l ) 
{ 
i f (Gtpos1] > GIpos2]) 
{ 
order[present]=pos2; 
order[present+1)=pos1; 
> 
present++; 
pos1=order[present] ; 
pos2=order[present+1]; 
p1=0;p2=0; 
whi le(orderB[p1]!=pos1) 
p1++; 
whi le(orderB[p2]!=pos2) 
p2++; 
Item 
i 
1 
3 
5 
6 
2 
4 
Machine A 
"Ai 
0-5 
5-9 
9-17 
17-23 
23-30 
30-37 
ti 
3 
3 
6 
3 
4 
5 
y't 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Machine B 
Bi 
8-15 
15-23 
23-32 
32-37 
37-41 
44-47 
Idle Timei 
0 
11 
17 
26 
32 
39 
47 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
10 
8 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
3 
0 
3 
0 
0 
10 11 
(XXVII) 
